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Foreword

This third and final volume from CEPR’s economic history series traces the legacies 

of landmark events, drawing on seminal works from European and American history. 

Economists show how these moments of historical significance have shaped both 

contemporary economic outcomes and people’s beliefs and attitudes.

Starting with the American continent, the authors assess the modern-day consequences 

of colonial forced-labour practices in Peru; missionary activity in South America; the 

sugar-cane and gold booms in Brazil; the Native population’s forced coexistence in 

the US reservation system; the transition to a mechanised agricultural economy; and 

how an influx of European refugee scientists in the early 20th century shaped the US 

inventive capacity. Focus then turns to Europe, with the rise of city states in Italy; the 

Protestant reformation; the birth of the modern corporation; the origins and impact 

of anti-Semitism and the Holocaust; and finally, the legacies of the communist era in 

Germany and the Nazi occupation of Italy.

Investigating historic events enables their outcomes and consequences to be better 

measured and accounted for. The parameters of the models in this book are logical and 

thorough, creating an exemplary guide to applied econometric techniques which can be 

used for future policy research.

CEPR is grateful to Professors Elias Papaioannou and Stelios Michalopoulos for their 

joint editorship of this eBook. Our thanks also go to Sophie Roughton and Simran 

Bola for their excellent and swift handling of its production. CEPR, which takes no 

institutional positions on economic policy matters, is delighted to provide a platform 

for an exchange of views on this crucially important topic.

Tessa Ogden 

Chief Executive Officer, CEPR 

March 2017



Study the past if you would define the future.

 Confucius

We are made by history.

 Martin Luther King, Jr.

1 The emergence of New Economic History 

Those 18th and 19th century philosophers who shaped economic thought (David Ricardo, 

Adam Smith, Karl Marx, John Stuart Mill), in company with early 20th century scholars 

such as John Maynard Keynes and Joseph Schumpeter, believed in the blending of core 

economic ideas (value maximisation, incentives, market laws) with history. Political 

economy – as economics was referred to at the time – was a discipline that combined 

elements from a wide array of social sciences and interpreted them with its new tools. 

Yet, efforts to draw insights from history and related disciplines with which to shed 

light on economic questions lost steam during the latter part of the last century.

The neoclassical approach would leave little room for a deeper understanding of 

important historical events in the growth process, such as colonisation, institutional 

changes and cultural traits that most people would instinctively see as fundamental drivers 

of comparative development. Not modelling explicitly the role of history, geography-

ecology, and culture (religion, beliefs, family ties, norms), led to these features being 

viewed empirically as a ‘residual’ of the growth process driven by capital deepening, either 

in the physical sense of tools and machines or in the human sense of education and health.  

i Series Introduction: Historical 
legacies and contemporary 
development

Stelios Michalopoulos and Elias Papaioannou 
Brown University and CEPR; London Business School and CEPR
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And, while new growth theories show how small differences in initial endowments may 

translate into large differences, when it comes to urbanisation, agglomeration, and well-

being, they were agnostic on the origins of these initial conditions, naturally rooted 

in the historical record. But economists’ disregard for history was not confined to the 

growth literature or macroeconomics. The total number of published economic history 

papers in ‘top’ general-interest journals declined (McCloskey 1976, Abramitzky 2015), 

as economists moved from relatively simple, intuitive theories and applied methods 

to more complex, often esoteric, mathematical models and elaborate quantitative-

econometric empirical approaches (see also Temin 2013).1 However, since the late 

1990s there has been a revival; a ‘new economic history’ literature has emerged that 

studies important historical episodes, with the goal of tracing their consequences on 

contemporary outcomes. This new literature applies economic models and econometric 

techniques to examine the shadow that history casts over various aspects of the economy 

and the polity.2 

As is typical with history, the process of being ‘rediscovered’ among economists –  

learning from the past and uncovering its legacy – has been gradual; and clearly there 

were important works of economic history between the 1950s and 1990s, such as 

Douglass North’s Structure and Change in Economic History in 1981 and Avner Greif’s 

work on the interplay of culture and institutions (Greif 1993, 1994). Yet, the tipping 

point seems to be a trio of influential works that appeared in the late 1990s. Acemoglu 

et al. (2001, 2002, 2005) put forward the ‘colonial origins of comparative development’ 

thesis, where the type of colonial strategy and early colonial institutions influenced 

subsequent economic and political development. The ‘law and finance’ works of La 

Porta, Lopez de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997, 1998, 2006) showed that legal 

1  The origin of this paradigm shift seems to be the publication of Paul Samuelson’s revolutionary textbook, The 

Foundations of Economic Analysis in 1947.  While the use of mathematics goes back to Alfred Marshall, John Hicks, 

Edgeworth, and others, Samuelson is rightly credited for trying to synthesise and mathematically formalise economic 

reasoning (see Temin 2013). 

2  The global financial meltdown of 2007-2009 and the associated deep recession renewed the interest of macro-economists 

working on business cycles, monetary and fiscal policy in economic history. Somewhat paradoxically, as “dynamic 

macro” didn’t have much of an interest in history, two of the main protagonists of policymaking in the aftermath of the 

crisis, Ben Bernanke and Christina Romer, were among the best scholars of the Great Depression and other historical 

crisis periods.
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origins transplanted during colonisation have a significant bearing on contemporary 

contractual institutions and finance. Engerman and Sokoloff (1997, 2002) argued that 

colonial-era inequality, shaped by the type of colonial strategy employed (mining, 

plantations), explains the divergent development paths of Southern and Northern 

America. The analysis of historical events was also fuelled by important theoretical 

contributions; the development of ‘unified growth theory’ (Galor and Weil 1999, 2000, 

Galor 2011) which brought to the foreground the study of pre-industrial (Malthusian) 

and modern economies in a unified framework; and the game-theoretic modelling of 

both institutions and ‘class struggles’ (Acemoglu and Robinson  2000, 2001). For a 

textbook treatment see Acemoglu and Robinson (2006) and Besley and Persson’s (2011) 

that study jointly the co-evolution of economic and political development,  through the 

lens of ethnic fragmentation, inequality and conflict, which, in turn, may be shaped by 

geographic, cultural or historical forces.

At the same time, the profession was greatly influenced by Jared Diamond’s magnum 

opus, Guns, Germs, and Steel. Blending insights from geography, biology (zoology), 

cultural anthropology, sociology, and even archaeology, Diamond provided a powerful 

thesis on economic and political development over the long run. While Diamond 

stressed the importance of geography-ecology in shaping institutional, political, and 

societal traits, which in turn impact development, in parallel work David S. Landes 

(1998) stressed the role of family ties, religion, beliefs and norms, arguing forcefully 

that “culture makes all the difference”.  Besides their original contributions, these works 

also brought to the forefront old ideas that had been side-lined – for example, Max 

Weber’s thesis on the importance of Protestantism in the Industrial and Commercial 

Revolution, or Friedrich Hayek’s ideas linking legal-origin traditions to economic 

freedom and prosperity. 

The new economic history follows an inter-disciplinary approach, integrating historical 

narratives and insights from other-than-economics social sciences (mostly sociology, 

political science and anthropology) with mathematical models, and formally tests long-

standing, influential conjectures with econometric techniques. This eBook series summarises 

contributions aimed at uncovering The long economic and political shadow of history3. 

3  Nunn (2009, 2014) provides a thorough overview of this body of research. See also Spolaore and Wacziarg (2014). 
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Some of the themes of these works transcend continents (like colonisation), some are 

regional (e.g., the spread of Protestantism in Europe or the slave trades in Africa), while 

others are country(ies)-specific (e.g., the French Revolution’s impact in France and 

Germany, the impact of the Holocaust in Russia, the Nazi occupation of Italy, and the 

impact of communism). The works covered in this eBook series differ in their focus. 

Some stress the role of cultural traits, such as religion (e.g., Becker and Woessman 

2009) and beliefs (Voigtländer and Voth 2012, Grosfeld and Zhuravskaya 2013); others 

emphasise the importance of ‘early’ institutional structures, related to colonial practices 

(Naritomi, Soares, and Assunção 2012), colonial ‘indirect-rule’ (Acemoglu, Reed, and 

Robinson 2014, Iyer 2011), ‘forced labour’ systems (Dell 2010, Lowes and Montero 

2016) and the forced placement of indigenous tribes in special reserves (Dippel 2013); 

others stress the impact of the environment, geography, and ecology (e.g., Hornbeck 

and Naidu 2015, Ashraf and Galor 2003); and Fenske and Kala provide, in Volume I, a 

synopsis of ‘Environmental Economic History’. Some studies analyse the long-lasting 

effects of colonial investments in roads and railroads (Jedwab, Kerby, and Moradi 

2016) and ports (Jia 2014), or the effect of Christian missions on education, health, and 

beliefs (Cage and Rueda 2016, Valencia 2016) whereas others explore the legacies of 

relatively recent historical events, examining the impact of the Holocaust (Acemoglu 

et al. 2014), communism (Alesina and Fuchs-Schundlen 2007), and Nazi occupation 

(Fontana et al. 2016) not only on economic development, but also on inequality, beliefs 

and political participation. Some works analyse the long-lasting effect of specific 

migration movements – for example Moser et al. (2014) examine the impact of Jewish 

émigré scientists leaving Nazi Germany on US innovation, while Grosjean and Khattar 

(2015) and Grosjean and Brooks (2016) study the impact of convict transportation from 

England to Australia, during the 18th and 19th century, on contemporary culture.   

While there have been many influential contributions, there are many open issues. 

As the literature has tackled important and highly controversial subjects, there is 

naturally a debate and therefore more research is needed to develop a clearer view 

of these topics. For example, while there is not much ambiguity that the type of 

colonisation, or the identity of the colonial power, was consequential for contemporary 

development, there is still debate on the exact mechanisms at work. This is a hard 

task, as such large-scale episodes affect not only the economy, but also beliefs 

and norms, institutions, and the distribution of economic, and political power.  
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Another open issue regards the potential interactions of historical events with critical 

junctures in the process of development; for example, the negative consequences of 

forced labour systems in Latin America and Africa may be large and long-lasting, since 

they prevented industrialisation at a time of massive technological innovation. In line 

with this, Pascali (2017) finds that the trade and growth benefits of the introduction of 

the steam engine, during the first era of globalisation, were especially large in countries 

with strong executive constraints and checks-and-balances. Likewise, the high levels 

of civicness in Medieval Italian city-states, which correlate strongly with beliefs and 

development (Guiso et al. 2016), may have been especially important during the 

Enlightenment and the subsequent Commercial and Industrial Revolution.  

While the papers summarised in this eBook series all reveal considerable persistence, 

they do not imply that development is entirely determinist; leadership and policies 

promoting investment and human capital accumulation or policies and technologies 

enabling trade integration do matter4. So, while on the surface, there may seem to be 

a tension between studies uncovering the shadow of history and the ability of policy 

to affect development (Banerjee and Duflo 2014), the works below can be viewed as 

showing that important policy decisions occurring in ‘critical’ times do have long-

lasting effects (that subsequent policy-makers find hard to reverse). For example, as 

the chapter of La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny puts it, while laws often 

change, the associated legal environment and culture is much harder to modify, since 

they depend on judges and lawyers’ training, legal tradition, precedent, and social 

norms. The works summarised in this eBook series, as well as other important studies 

in the same genre, carry an obvious, yet often neglected, lesson. The success of any 

policy implemented crucially depends on the underlying institutional and cultural 

heritage of a given society, therefore it is vital for policymakers, development actors 

and investors to understand the historical context, so as to model incentives and design 

effective interventions. 

Despite the wide-ranging topics that contributions to this eBook series cover, there are 

many, often not fully-appreciated, similarities across them. 

4  See for example Jones and Olken’s (2005, 2010) innovative studies on the role of leadership on growth.
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First, an element that quickly stands out across all chapters is their inter-disciplinary 

approach.5 Many entries, for example, carefully investigate the economic and cultural 

consequences of historical events and test influential conjectures put forward by 

political scientists and sociologists. For example, Nunn (2008) quantifies the legacy 

of Africa’s slave trades, testing long-established theories in political science. Going 

over the papers, summarised in the chapters of this eBook series, the reader learns 

a lot, not only about the economics, but also about the context, the protagonists, 

and the key issues at stake. This inter-disciplinary approach has been a major step 

forward and must be continued (Lamoreaux 2015). Related to this, most of the recent 

contributions come from scholars who cannot be identified as ‘economic historians’, 

since their contributions span several fields (e.g., Daron Acemoglu, Andrei Shleifer, 

Luigi Zingales, Guido Tabellini, Ross Levine, and Oded Galor, to name but a few).   

Second, most papers use (typically, self-collected) high-quality historical data that 

are combined with contemporary proxies of economic, institutional, and financial 

development. Some of the data collection and compilation efforts are remarkable, as 

economists have cleaned and digitised hard-to-access historical archives: for example, 

Nunn (2008) has digitised records on the hundreds of shipments of slaves out of Africa; 

building on earlier work of Philip Curtin, Acemoglu et al. (2001) compiled data reflecting 

settler mortality rates during the colonial time, using newspaper articles from the 19th 

century; Voth and Voitalander (2012) digitised data on Jewish pogroms in German lands 

during the Black Death;  Cage and Rueda (2016) and Valencia (2016) geo-located the 

Catholic and Protestant missions in Africa and Latin America; and Acemoglu et al. 

(2014) constructed a dataset tracing all paramount chiefs installed by the British during 

their indirect rule of Sierra Leone. Using a plethora of original sources and meticulous 

efforts, Easterly and Levine (2016) have unearthed data on the share of Europeans, 

during the colonial times, for more than 100 contemporary countries, in order to assess 

their initial presence and long-lasting effects. And many papers are based on digitised 

historical and anthropological maps, portraying, for example, the spatial distribution of 

African ethnicities at the time of colonisation (Nunn 2008, Nunn and Wantchekon 2011, 

Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2016), or of Native American tribes (Dippel 2013). 

5  This is an important step forward, because, as Mancur Olson famously argued it is hard conducting interdisciplinary 

research without losing discipline.
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Many use data from anthropologists (e.g., George Peter Murdock’s mapping of 

ethnicities and codification of key economic, cultural, and institutional traits), as 

well as geo-referenced high-resolution data on geography (e.g., soil quality, terrain 

ruggedness, suitability of land for particular crops, among others). Some works employ 

data produced by population geneticists and evolutionary biologists (Spolaore and 

Wacziarg 2014 and Ashraf and Galor 2016). In addition, some of the papers summarised 

in this eBook series have compiled novel data for the most recent period. La Porta et 

al. (1997, 1998) have gone over the corporate and bankruptcy laws of many countries 

to construct quantitative measures capturing the strength of minority shareholders’ and 

creditors’ rights. Going over the historical record regarding the independence period 

for each African country, Wantchekon and Ponce (2016) have classified independence 

movements into rural and urban based.  

Third, the works in this eBook series share an important feature: they are ambitious. 

Employing state-of-the-art econometric techniques and intuitive theoretical constructs, 

they aim to understand the consequences of events, such as the role of colonial 

strategies in Brazil (Naritomi et al. 2012), the impact of the Holocaust (Acemoglu 

et al. 2011), the artificial drawing of those colonial borders in Africa that survived 

independence (Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2016), the role of Jewish immigrant 

scientists in US innovation (Moser et al. 2014),  the role of the steam ship in advancing 

commerce and institutions (Pascali 2017), the long-lasting effect of communism on 

attitudes and values (Alesina and Fuchs-Schundlen 2007), or the contemporary legacies 

of city-states during Medieval times (Guiso et al. 2016). For each of these topics there 

are thousands of pages of excellent work in the areas of history, political science and 

sociology, along with a plethora of qualitative studies. To this corpus of excellence, 

economists bring along formal theorising and sound econometric tools, complementing 

and building upon the existing research. Naturally, ambition is at the same time a strength 

and a shortcoming. This is because, almost by default, it is impossible to perfectly 

explain and trace the legacy of history. Yet economists have been open to critique and 

in many instances they have gone back to the original archival data, re-examined and 

re-codified the entries, and improved upon the findings of these influential works. 
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Clearly, the massive amount of work in history and political science, that rightly studies 

detailed aspects of these events, should and will not be ‘replaced’ by some simplified 

economic model that (by necessity) abstracts from many relevant aspects to focus on 

some key channels; and the vast body of historical evidence should not be swept under 

the carpet because of some interesting econometric technique. But economics does 

offer a fresh new angle. Continuing and strengthening the ongoing cross-pollination 

between economists and scholars in other disciplines can only prove beneficial to the 

cause; that of understanding whether, how and why history matters in terms of shaping 

the observed variation in outcomes today across regions. 

Fourth, as the revival of the ‘new economic history’ coincided with the ‘credibility 
revolution in empirical economics’ (Angrist and Pischke 2010), many of the papers 
rely on modern state-of-the art econometric methods, such as difference-in-difference 
estimation, ‘matching’ methods, regression discontinuity, instrumental variables, and 
‘natural experiments’. These methods – while not perfect – attempt to account for 
unobserved or hard-to-measure confounding factors, or to exploit some form of ‘quasi-
random’ variation in the historical record. For example, in her study on the impact of 
British direct rule of Indian states (as compared to indirect rule via local kings), Iyer (2010) 
exploits experimental variation stemming from the lapse rule, applied by the British 
between 1848-1856; under this system the British would take under direct rule only those 
Indian states where the dying native ruler did not have an heir. To identify the impact of 
colonisation, Feyrer and Sacerdote (2009) focus on small islands and use variation in 
wind patterns to obtain quasi-random variation on the timing and duration of European 
contact. History is full of idiosyncratic events, accidents and mistakes that economists 
(and more recently political scientists) exploit to credibly identify relationships. For 
example, scholars assess the effects of (unexpected) environmental shocks, as Hornbeck 
and Naidu (2014) examine the impact of the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 on black 
out-migration and subsequent agricultural development in the US South. Likewise, 
Fenske and Kala (2015) link enslavement raids in Africa to temperature shocks.6  
Even though historical variation entails often random elements, history is shaped by 

6  There is a related large literature on environmental shocks and civil conflict (see Burke, Hsiang, and Miguel 2015, for a 

review).   
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people, leaders, technology, and the environment; so the impact of historical events 
cannot be evaluated via formal experimental tools (such as lab experiments or 
randomised-control trials), which are quite useful for the evaluation of various narrow 
policy interventions. Yet this does not invalidate their strength; quite the contrary. 
The studies reviewed in this eBook series exploit some unique aspect of the historical 
landscape or try to account as carefully as possible for confounding factors to examine 
the legacy of events that affect people’s views, beliefs, country institutions, and the 
economy.   

A fifth shared principle of these works is the conscious effort of the authors to make 

their findings accessible not only to specialists but also to the general public. The papers 

are widely accessible and fun-to-read (even when you disagree). Some authors, most 

notably Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) and Mokyr (2016) have written important 

books for the general public that build on this recent research agenda. And almost all 

authors have written non-technical summaries and Op-Eds. We hope that this eBook 

series will contribute to that ongoing effort.

Below we illustrate broadly the patterns of persistence over long periods of time. We 

then briefly go over the original works summarised in the 33 chapters of the three 

volumes of this eBook series.

2 Long-Term Persistence 

2.1 The Evidence 

Economic development appears quite persistent.7 Figure 1a provides a visualisation of the 

correlation of the logarithm of GDP per capita in 2014 and the respective statistic in 1960. 

The regression yields a close-to-unity elasticity (0.925), implying that countries that were 10% 

percent richer than other nations in the 1960s are (on average), today,  9.25% more developed.  

7  Clearly there is noise in the GDP numbers, especially when one goes back to the pre-1960 period. If measurement error 

takes the classical form (i.e., is unrelated to country’s output), then the correlations will be attenuated, indicating lower 

(than the true) persistence.  
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And one can explain half of the variation in contemporary performance with that 

of 1960 – the first year of (relatively) high-quality data from the Penn World Table 

(the elasticity and in-sample fit are similar if one uses Angus Maddison’s data). 

Clearly during the past 6 decades, there have been success stories of rapid structural 

transformation and industrialisation, most notably in East Asian (Japan, South Korea, 

Taiwan, and Singapore) and Southern Europe. There are also episodes of decline, such 

as those of Haiti, Venezuela, and of many African countries. Yet, as Figure 1a reveals, 

such episodes are the exception rather than the rule; output per capita is quite persistent. 

And, if anything, persistence is stronger, if one examines output in levels rather than in 

per capita terms.  

Even if one examines the link between current GDP per capita (p.c.) and pre-WWI 

output p.c., the correlation remains quite high. Using data from Angus Maddison, Figure 

1b illustrates the correlation of log GDP p.c. in 2008 and in 1913; the elasticity is 0.90 

and the in-sample fit is considerable, with an R-squared of around 0.50. While there are 

some evident success cases (the East Asian countries) and some failure cases (Africa, 

Nepal, North Korea, and Argentina), most countries are close to the regression line. 

And, as Figure 1c illustrates, the pattern is similar when we associate contemporary log 

GDP p.c. (in 2008) with GDP p.c. before the first wave of globalisation and during the 

Second Industrial Revolution (in 1870). The elasticity is almost 1 and log GDP in 1870 

again explains half of the variability in contemporary GDP p.c. (R-squared continues to 

be around 0.50).  The correlation falls only when we go back to the 1820s, when most 

countries were still in the pre-industrial phase and per capita income differences were 

negligible compared to today’s large differences, even then the correlation exceeds 0.35
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Figure 1c
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The patterns in Figures 1a-1c summarise (in a crude way) a large body of research 

revealing considerable persistence in income, output, and urbanisation, during at least the 

post-colonial period. There seems to be a ‘structural break’ only when one goes back to 

the Columbian exchange and the early stages of colonisation, a pattern that Acemoglu et 

al. (2002) have eloquently coined ‘reversal of fortune’8. While obtaining reliable data on 

income and output for the pre-colonial times becomes tricky and there are natural questions 

on data quality, many works reveal persistence, even when one takes a very long-run 

perspective (Comin et al. 2010, and Ashraf and Galor 2013). Perhaps more importantly, 

there is persistence on income per capita and population density, even when one looks 

across regions within the same countries. For example, Maloney and Valencia (2015) 

report strong correlations between pre-colonial and contemporary population densities 

across regions in 18 countries in North, Central and Latin America (population density is 

the appropriate metric for development in Malthusian pre-Industrial societies). For 12 (7) 

countries the correlation exceeds 0.5 (0.75). Similarly, Broda and Weinstein (2002) report 

high correlations on population densities across Japanese regions over a four-century period.  

8  Chanda, Cook, and Putterman (2014) show that when one conducts the analysis at the population (rather than the 

territorial) level, then persistence increases.
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Maloney and Valencia (2015) also uncover strong positive correlations between 

contemporary regional (log) income and (log) pre-colonial population density. 

Likewise, Tabellini (2010) finds sizable persistence between contemporary regional 

income across eight European countries and historical proxies of development. 

The evidence on persistence hints that there are deep-rooted, historical factors shaping 

development, at least partly. This finding is, at first-glance, puzzling, as there have been 

watershed events in the past couple of centuries, including colonisation, two world wars, 

numerous regional conflicts, revolutionary regime changes, the Industrial Revolution, 

the tremendous rise in globalisation. During the past two centuries the world population 

experienced an unprecedented increase in standards of living, as incomes rose, poverty 

fell (especially since the 1990s), fertility rates declined, and life expectancy and health 

improved. Yet the gains have been highly asymmetric, and, if one takes a medium to 

long-run perspective, there is evident divergence. This is revealed in Figures 2a-2b 

where, using the historical GDP series of Maddison, we plot output per capita since 

1870 for continents and some countries.

Figure 2a
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Figure 2b
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Understanding persistence appears crucial, therefore, as a combined reading of Figures 

1a-1c with Figures 2a-b suggests that countries/regions with a small-to-modest head 

start managed to gain the most, both from the technological innovations of the 19th and 

20th centuries and from the global spur of commerce. 

2.2.  Explanations 

The literature has bundled the potential explanations of persistence and divergence into 

four broad (and quite often interrelated) categories (see Acemoglu and Robinson 2012): 

i. those related to historical institutions, such as colonial extractive rules, pre-

colonial political legacies and enslavement; 

ii. those stressing the role of cultural traits, related to religion, trust, family ties, 

beliefs and norms;  

iii. those related to geography-ecology, such as the impact of floods, temperature 

shocks, terrain ruggedness and isolation, soil variability, etc.; 

iv. others that emphasise historical accidents, such as the artificial drawing of colonial 

borders in Africa. 
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The chapters of this eBook series summarise works that explain contemporary 

economic development (as well as political development and attitudes) via different 

mechanisms, some geographic, some related to cultural traits, some stressing the 

legacies of institutional features, and some emphasising the role of accidental events. 

We view these contributions as complementary and, as many of the chapters will reveal, 

culture and institutions are interlinked and quite often share geographic origins (see 

Alesina and Giuliano 2016, Ashraf and Galor 2016).

Volume 1 of the eBook series starts with chapters reviewing works on the spatial 

distribution of economic activity across the globe and its main correlates. Next, it 

includes chapters summarising works which explore watershed events that have global 

repercussions. The chapters in Volume 2 summarise research on the deep origins of 

African development as well as works on the legacy of colonial practices in India, 

China, and Australia. Volume 3’s chapters summarise studies on historical legacies in 

Latin and North America and then surveys works on the shadow of history in Europe. 
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1 Introduction

Stelios Michalopoulos and Elias Papaioannou
Brown University and CEPR; London Business School and CEPR

The first part of Volume III (Chapters 2-7) discusses work on the deep-rooted factors of 

development in the Americas, covering the period from the colonisation of North and 

South America up to World War II. The papers summarised in this volume assess the 

legacy of colonial forced labour practices in Peru; the long-lasting effects of missionary 

activity in South America, via education; the impact on contemporary subnational 

institutions of the sugar-cane and gold booms in Brazil; the lasting effects of forced 

population resettlement of the native North American tribes onto reservations across 

the United States; the development effect of the transition to mechanised agriculture in 

the US, following the 1927 Mississippi Flood; and the role of the influx of European 

scientists, fleeing Europe before World War II, on US inventive capacity. 

The second part of Volume III (Chapters 8-15) focuses on recent empirical works, 

studying the long-lasting legacies of important aspects of European history: the rise of 

city states in medieval Italy that still seems to shape civicness and trust; the Protestant 

Reformation; the birth of the legal structure of the modern (limited liability) corporation; 

the consequences and origins of anti-Semitism and the Holocaust; and the legacies of 

the communist era in Germany and of the Nazi occupation of Italy. 

In Chapter 2, Joana Naritomi summarises her work (with Rodrigo Soares and Juliano 

Assunção) on the colonial heritage in Brazil exploiting regional variation in colonial 

practices on contemporary development outcomes (Naritomi et. al. 2012). The starting 

point of the empirical analysis is the identification of the regions that were most 

impacted by two of Brazil’s most important colonial episodes: the sugar-cane and 

gold booms. The author(s) then explore whether municipalities affected by sugar-cane 

plantations and gold mining are systematically different today. 
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The empirical analysis uses data from 4,971 municipalities and focuses on three 

local characteristics in 2000: the distribution of economic power, as measured by 

land inequality (land Gini); access to justice, reflected in the local availability and 

performance of courts; and the quality of local government practices. The econometric 

exploration reveals that, within the constant de jure macro-institutional setting of 

Brazil, those areas affected by these extractive episodes, and under stronger influence 

of Portugal during the colonial period, have worse outcomes today.

In Chapter 3, Melissa Dell looks at a major extractive institution in South America, that 

of the mita system of forced labour, applied by the Spanish conquistadores in Peru and 

Bolivia during 1573-1812 (Dell 2010). Under this system, villages within a well-defined 

area had to send one-seventh of their adults to work at either the silver mines in Potosi 

or the mercury mine in Huancavelica. Dell (2010) presents compelling evidence that 

the legacy of the mita system is still present today. Consumption is lower and childhood 

stunting is higher for individuals residing in areas that were historically under the mita 

system. Dell’s estimates push crucially on causation as, applying a spatial regression 

discontinuity approach, she compares outcomes in nearby areas (villages and towns) 

on either side of the mita border. Compiling data from historical records and colonial 

censuses, Dell (2010) makes an effort to identify the mechanisms at play. She shows 

that mita regions had historically lower investment in road and school infrastructure, 

partly driven by the absence of large land owners, who could not locate themselves 

inside the mita area, due to labour shortage. So, the mita shaped early inequality, which 

in turn affected the location of colonial investments in roads and schools, influencing 

contemporary differences in development. 

In Chapter 4, Felipe Valencia Caicedo investigates an under-appreciated angle of the 

colonial influence in South America, when he examines whether local populations 

benefited from their exposure to the colonial missionaries who brought into the ‘new 

world’ new skills, technologies and values. He focuses on Jesuit missions founded 

during the 17th Century amongst the Guarani, a semi-nomadic indigenous group 

split between modern-day Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. The fact that Jesuits were 

expelled from the Americas in 1767 and never returned to the Guarani area allows him 

to cleanly identify the influence of the historical exposure to the missionaries. 
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Some 250 years after the missionaries were expelled, Valencia Caicedo finds substantial 

positive effects of Jesuit missions on modern-day human capital and incomes. To 

rationalise these enduring educational and income differences, he uses historical 

censuses, finding that Jesuit missions had an even larger effect on human capital 

during intermediate historical periods. Finally, collecting novel data via lab-in-the-field 

experiments in Southern Paraguay and Northern Argentina he finds that respondents in 

former missionary areas score higher in non-cognitive skill tests and behave more pro-

socially. The findings support the view that historical investments in human capital can 

have long-lasting consequences, altering communal culture and individual behavior. 

This work is also related to Chapter 7 in Volume II, by Cage and Rueda, who uncover 

sizeable positive effects of proximity to Protestant missions on human capital and 

political participation across African regions. 

In Chapter 5, Christian Dippel focuses on Native American reservations, so as to 

study the effect of forced coexistence, the ‘shoe-horning’ of independent jurisdictions 

into a shared polity. His work speaks to a large literature documenting the negative 

consequences of ethno-linguistic fractionalisation and artificial jurisdictions. Dippel 

finds that, according to the 2000 US Census ,forced coexistence decreases per capita 

incomes on reservations by about 30%. Interestingly, he shows that the effect of forced 

coexistence was relatively small from 1970 to 1990, implying that more than two-

thirds of the cross-sectional effect estimated in 2000 appeared after 1990, when local 

governance began to really matter on reservations. To glean further evidence on the 

local governance channel, he investigates the relationship between forced coexistence 

and political conflict directly. In the absence of measures of actual conflict, he uses 

newspaper databases to generate counts of reported episodes of internal political 

conflict and corruption. Consistent with the local governance mechanism, Christian 

finds that forced coexistence significantly increases reported episodes of both internal 

conflict and corruption. The effect is stronger for conflict that involves local governance 

institutions. Moreover, Dippel documents that indigenous North American tribes with 

a (relatively) high degree of political centralisation before the arrival of Europeans are 

more developed today, a result that is present also in Latin America (Chiovelli 2016) 

and Africa (Gennaioli and Rainer 2007, Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2013). 
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In Chapter 6, Suresh Naidu and Richard Hornbeck show how large environmental 

shocks can potentially alter long-standing patterns of political inequality and economic 

development. They examine the 1927 Mississippi Flood, which drastically altered 

black labour supply and forced white planters to transition to a mechanised agricultural 

economy. The availability of rich historical data allows the authors to examine short-

run, medium-run, and long-run effects of the flood, by comparison of changes among 

flooded and non-flooded counties. The authors show that from 1920 to 1930 flooded 

counties experienced a 14% decline in their black population share, relative to non-

flooded counties. Following the 1927 flood, this short-run decline in black population 

share persisted until 1970. At the same time and by 1940, the value of agricultural 

capital increased substantially in flooded counties relative to non-flooded counties. 

Flood-induced black out-migration encouraged planters’ adoption of capital-intensive 

technologies and larger-scale farm operation in a manner consistent with contemporary 

and historical qualitative accounts. These findings reveal how historical environmental 

accidents may drastically alter the initial social and economic equilibrium of a given 

locality (James Fenske and Namrata Kala summarise “environmental economic 

history” in Volume I).

In Chapter 7, Petra Moser, Alessandra Voena, and Fabian Waldinger investigate an 

important episode of international migration: the arrival of German Jewish refugees 

from Nazi Germany in the United States over the period 1920-1932. Anecdotal 

evidence suggests that German-Jewish émigrés revolutionised US science and 

innovation. For example, émigrés such as Leo Szilard, Eugene Wigner, Edward Teller, 

John von Neumann, and Hans Bethe were instrumental in the Manhattan project that 

developed the atomic bomb and shaped physics post World War II. To investigate the 

émigrés’ influence on innovation, the authors compare changes in numbers of patents 

per year, after 1932, by domestic US inventors in the research fields of German-

Jewish émigrés with changes in annual US patents by domestic US inventors in the 

research fields of other German chemists. Baseline regression estimates indicate that 

the arrival of German-Jewish émigrés led to a 31% increase in innovation after 1933 

in the corresponding fields. Co-inventors of the émigré professors, and co-inventors of  

co-inventors of the émigrés also substantially increased their inventive activity in 

émigré fields after 1933, revealing the network externalities of the latter.
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In Chapter 8, Sascha O. Becker and Jared Rubin review the consequences of one 

of the defining events of European history over the last millennium; the Protestant 

Reformation. Max Weber famously put the protestant ethos at the root of the Industrial 

Revolution, innovation, scientific endeavor, and eventually development. The authors 

focus on two channels, through which the Reformation affected long-run economic 

development: human capital and governance. The human capital channel has been 

highlighted in a number of recent papers (Becker and Woessmann 2008, 2009). They 

show that Prussian counties with a larger share of Protestants had higher literacy rates 

in 1871. To address concerns about endogeneity of the Protestant share, the authors 

use distance to Wittenberg as a source of ‘semi-exogenous’ variation. The idea is that 

the Reformation spread concentrically from Luther’s city of Wittenberg. Another 

channel through which the Reformation affected long run outcomes was through its 

transformative effect on the manner in which Protestant polities were governed. Greif 

and Rubin (2016) and Rubin (2017) suggest that the Reformation undermined the 

capacity of the Catholic Church to legitimise rule and Protestant monarchs therefore 

turned to parliaments for legitimacy and resources.

In Chapter 9, Luigi Guiso, Paola Sapienza, and Luigi Zingales test Robert Putnam’s 

influential conjecture tracing the origins of the sizeable North-South divide in economic 

performance in Italy to heterogeneity in their type of rule during the late Middle Ages. 

The authors show that Italian cities that achieved self-governance in the Middle Ages, 

forming ‘free city-states’, have a higher level of civic capital today, when compared 

to similar cities in the same area that did not. The size of this effect increases with the 

length of the period of independence and its intensity. This association persists, even 

after accounting for the fact that cities did not become independent randomly. Building 

on Putnam’s work, the authors conjecture that the Middle-Age experience of self-

government fostered belief in one’s own ability to complete tasks and reach goals and 

that this positive attitude, transmitted across generations, enhances civic capital today. 

Consistently, they find that eighth-graders  in former free city-states exhibit stronger 

self-efficacy beliefs and that these beliefs are correlated with a higher level of civic 

capital. 
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In Chapter 10, Giuseppe Dari-Mattiacci and Enrico Perotti trace the development of the 

fundamental elements of the corporate form over time. The authors stress how the onset 

of colonial trade exposed the limitations of the pre-existing contractual system and 

spurred the legal establishment of the corporation. Trade with Asia required massive 

capital investments of a kind that could be sustained only if capital was collected from 

a large base and had a long-term horizon. The lack of legally enforceable ways to 

commit one’s capital meant that the standard way of financing trade, until the end of the 

16th century, was per voyage. It was the Dutch East India Company (VOC), chartered 

in 1602 in Amsterdam that produced the missing legal innovation. Was this strategy 

beneficial? The data unambiguously shows a Dutch dominance in Asian trade over 

the period considered. So, why didn’t the English adopt this contractual innovation? 

A strong merchant elite in the Dutch Republic had resisted an abusive foreign ruler,   

– Philip II – and declared its independence. In contrast, under England’s relatively 

strong monarchy and little parliamentary oversight, withdrawal at will gave individual 

traders a veto power on continuation and protected them from the most outrageous 

forms of potential expropriation.

In Chapter 11, Nico Voigtländer and Hans-Joachim Voth explore the extent to which 

cultural transmission predisposes people to hate others, in a fashion similar to that of 

their ancestors. The authors explore this question in the context of anti-Semitism in 

Germany. They exploit regional variation in anti-Semitism at two critical junctures: in 

the Middle Ages, when the Black Death was blamed on the Jews; and, 600 years later, 

after World War I, when growing anti-Semitism made the persecution of German-Jews 

more likely.  Voigtländer and Voth document that towns and cities where Jews were 

persecuted in the Middle Ages during the Black Death were also much more likely to 

show signs of anti-Semitism in the 1920s and 1930s. How can racial hatred persist over 

centuries? The authors examine two particular channels. First, they show that in cities 

that grew quickly during the 19th century the transmission was lower. Second, they 

examine the interplay of a city’s economic function and long-term transmission, finding 

that two types of cities, the Hanseatic trading cities of the North and the trade-oriented 

Southern German cities, showed much lower long-term transmission. This seems to 

suggest that, where financial self-interest is at variance with a hate-fuelled view of the 

world, persistence can be systematically lower. 
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In Chapter 12 Daron Acemoglu, Tarek A. Hassan, and James A. Robinson shed light 

on the long-lasting economic and political effect of the persecution and mass murder 

of Jews by the Nazis during World War II. They find that an occupied city with a 1% 

share of Jewish population in 1939 is 7.7% smaller in 1989 than it would otherwise be. 

Because the share of the city population that is of Jewish origin is typically small (it is 

on average 2.01% for occupied cities and 0.45% for non-occupied cities), this sizeable 

effect cannot be accounted for by the direct effect of the Holocaust on the Jewish 

population, suggesting that it had a much more far-reaching impact on the economic 

development of the affected cities. Acemoglu, Hassan, and Robinson suggest that this 

negative impact may be due to its adverse effect on the social structure of the cities, 

particularly by lowering the size of the middle class.

In Chapter 13, Irena Grosfeld and Ekaterina Zhuravskaya explore how the historical 

ethnic animosity may shape current attitudes as they examine the presence (and eventual 

removal) of Jews in Russia, where they were confined within a special area called the 

Pale of Jewish Settlement. The authors argue that due to traditional occupations of Jews 

as market intermediaries, the non-Jewish population developed a stigma associated 

with such activities, at the time when Jews and non-Jews co-existed in Eastern Europe, 

and that this culture persists to this date. As a result of the Holocaust, after the war the 

ethnic and religious composition of the population on the two sides of the old border 

of the Pale settlement became indistinguishable, and, therefore, any discontinuity at 

the Pale border today cannot be driven by the differences in the ethnic structure of the 

population and must represent the causal long-run legacy of the former presence of Jews 

on one side of the border. Exploiting a spatial regression discontinuity design, Grosfeld 

and Zhuravskaya find that current urban residents of the Pale area exhibit significantly 

higher aversion to markets and market reforms. This evidence is important, as they 

uncover the impact of history on contemporary beliefs and social norms that, in turn, 

shape development.

In Chapter 14,  Nicola Fontana, Tommaso Nannicini, and Guido Tabellini investigate 

how political attitudes have been shaped by historical events, as they focus on the 

legacy of the resistance movement in Italy during World War II. The authors uncover 

the lasting impact on Italian politics of the Nazi occupation and the bloody civil war 

towards the end of World War II. 
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The battlefront between Germans and the Allied Forces remained stuck for about six 

months near the so-called Gothic line, cutting Northern-Central Italy from West to East. 

The position of the line was determined by ‘accidental’ (irrelevant for development) 

military criteria, and municipalities close to, but on opposite sides of, the battlefront 

line are very similar in most respects. The authors compare municipalities just above 

and just below the Gothic line. Post-war election outcomes are starkly different across 

the Gothic line. In municipalities just North of the line, where the Nazi occupation 

lasted longer, the communist party is on average much stronger. What mechanisms lie 

behind this effect? The authors find that exposure to violence during WWII is robustly 

associated with a persistent increase in communist vote shares.

In Chapter 15, Alberto Alesina and Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln exploit the separation 

and then reunification of Germany to shed light on whether different preferences 

across countries lead to different policies or different preferences are in fact caused 

by different policies. As result of the separation of Germany after WWII a ‘randomly’ 

determined portion of Germans lived for sixty years in a communist regime, where the 

state played a leading role in determining the individual financial situation, while in the 

liberal democracy of West Germany the role of the state was much smaller. The authors 

examine whether the differential experiences of living in the East and the West have 

generated divergent contemporary views about the role of the state. Using data from 

the German Socioeconomic Panel the authors find that East Germans are significantly 

more likely to have preferences in favour of state provision of financial security in all 

domains. Overall, their work provides strong evidence that individual preferences are 

rather deeply shaped by the political regime in which people live, pointing to crucial 

interaction between institutions and cultural attributes.
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2 Type of colonisation and Latin 
American development

Joana Naritomi
London School of Economics and CEPR

The role of institutions and the initial distribution of economic power as determinants 

of long-term development has received increased attention over the past decade. A vast 

array of cross-country empirical literature has emerged, following in the footsteps of 

the seminal contributions of Daron Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, and James Robinson.1 

At first, much of this literature evolved around the idea that the geographic pattern of 

development, observed across countries, reflects the different institutional arrangements 

that are inherited from different experiences of colonisation. Initial circumstances and 

geographic conditions were associated with particular paths of colonisation, which in 

turn translated into the establishment of different types of institutions. Institutions then, 

through their effects on property rights, political competitiveness, and governance, led 

to good policies and, ultimately, development. In this view, the adoption of distinct 

‘macro-institutions’ – determined at the country level, and related to the political and 

judicial systems and to the enforcement of laws – would be the intervening force in the 

observed correlation between geography and development.2

The geographic pattern of development within Brazil raised a series of questions in 

relation to the interpretation of the cross-country evidence and the conclusions of this 

debate.

1  Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson, “The Colonial Origins of Comparative Development”. Other literature contends that 

the geographic pattern of development reflects the direct impact of geography on income per capita, through its effects on 

the disease environment, agricultural productivity, and access to trade. See, for example, Gallup, Sachs, and Mellinger, 

“Geography and Economic Development”.

2   See review in Nunn, “The Importance of History for Economic Development”

http://economics.mit.edu/files/4123
http://irx.sagepub.com/content/22/2/179.short
http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/nunn/files/nunn_are_2009.pdf
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The positive correlation between distance to the equator and income per capita – 

often used as a motivation figure in the academic literature – is stronger and tighter 

within Brazil than across countries. The R2 is 0.56 and the coefficient on latitude is 

0.053, while across countries the R2 is 0.32 and the coefficient is 0.038.3 At the same 

time, the regions of Brazil shared a single coloniser and a single language, and Brazil 

has a very centralised federal system. The ‘macro-institutions’ typically highlighted 

in the interpretation of the cross-country evidence, as well as the historical variables 

identified as their sources of variation, are – and for the most part have always been 

– constant within the territory. This evidence challenges the understanding that the 

correlation between geography and development reflects mostly the effect of climate 

and endowments on the type of ‘macro-institutions’ that were ultimately adopted at the 

country level. 

Two non-mutually exclusive possibilities arose from this challenge. Geographic factors 

may be important on their own as direct determinants of long-term development, 

which would contradict the main consensus of the literature. Or, even within a 

constant de jure setting, different geographic characteristics may still be associated 

with different de facto institutional arrangements and distributions of economic and 

political power, which would then be relevant determinants of local development. In 

the study “Institutional Development and Colonial Heritage within Brazil” (Naritomi et 

al. 2012), summarised in this chapter, we focus on the second possibility. Specifically, 

we identify the areas of Brazil that were actively involved in two of its most important 

colonial episodes: the sugar-cane and gold booms. These were the main periods of 

economic expansion during Brazilian colonial history. Both were associated with the 

initial occupation of certain areas and intrinsically connected with the development of 

extractive activities by Portugal. These booms can be delimited both chronologically 

and geographically, so that some municipalities can trace their origins back to a 

specific episode of extractive enterprise. One can then ask whether municipalities 

affected by these two historical episodes are systematically different today.  

3  Cross-country data are from the Penn World Tables. The more complete set of geographic variables used in the paper 

explains up to 65% of the variation in income per capita across Brazilian municipalities.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-economic-history/article/institutional-development-and-colonial-heritage-within-brazil/A96BB58C0D71CA42E4FE9E1D1C70010A
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Moreover, because these colonial resource booms differ in important ways, our study 

also sheds light on how different technologies of colonial extractive industries may 

have different long-run effects on local development.

Resource booms in Brazilian colonial history

Between 1500 and 1822, Brazil was a colony of Portugal. Through most of the colonial 

period, Portuguese rule was characterised by the establishment of successive waves of 

extractive endeavours, varying in form and institutional characteristics, according to the 

goods being demanded in Europe and the production possibilities offered by the colony. 

Proximity to Portugal was an important factor during the first centuries of colonisation. 

For this reason, and because of its climatic features, the Northeast was the area first 

occupied by the metropolis. There was no direct and constant intervention for most of 

the Southern part of the country, where settlers operated at the margin of the colonial 

enterprises supported by the metropolis. Overall, the costs and difficulties related to 

trade with Portugal constituted an important determinant of the degree of intervention. 

Arno Wehling argues that “The physical distance between Lisbon … turned into months 

or years the timing of decisions ... It imposed, therefore, an ‘administrative time’ that 

delayed decisions and limited the efficacy of the government apparatus.”4

In general, the goods that constituted valuable commodities for the Portuguese were 

determined by European demand. Local climatic and geographic conditions, together 

with distance to Portugal, determined the viability and location of the different activities 

in the Brazilian territory. Contrary to parts of Spanish America, there were no complex 

societies or densely populated areas in Brazil, prior to the arrival of the Portuguese. 

Therefore, there was very little impact of previously existing social arrangements or 

labour supply on decisions regarding location of production. In this sense, both the 

activities developed and their location in the Brazilian territory can be understood as 

shocks to the economic and political history of the country. If the local institutional 

setting associated with the extractive activities persisted through time, it would still be 

possible to capture its long-term effects today.

4  Wehling, Formação do Brasil Colonial, p.302, translated by the authors. 
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Among the extractive activities developed by Portugal, two deserve particular attention: 

sugar-cane plantations and gold mining.5 We focused our analysis on these two 

episodes for three reasons: one, they are typically regarded as the most important, both 

in terms of economic relevance and area of influence; two, they were characterised by 

an essentially extractive socioeconomic organisation and an openly extractive logic; 

and three, they marked the initial occupation of important areas of the country, as 

shown in Figure 1. During their most prosperous periods, both sugar-cane and gold 

mobilised the attention of Portugal, marking the initial occupation of the Northeast and 

Central portions of Brazil. The metropolis committed its physical resources, labour, and 

institutional apparatus in a coordinated way to maximise rent extraction. Once these 

rents started to dwindle, even though the activity itself persisted, the mobilisation of 

attention and resources was dismantled, and a new extractive opportunity was sought.

Figure 1. 

a     The sugar cane boom influence area b      The gold boom influence area

Notes: Municipalities affected by the sugar cane boom correspond to areas located less than 200 kilometers from the coast 
and founded before the end of the sugar boom in 1760 in the current states of Rio Grande do Norte, Paraíba, Pernambuco, 
Alagoas, Bahia and Espírito Santo, and to the region of Campos dos Goytacazes, in the state of Rio de Janeiro (Figure 1a). 
Municipalities affected by the gold boom are identified in historical accounts through the specific location of mines in the 
states of Bahia, Goiás, Mato Grosso, Minas Gerais, and Rondônia (Figure 1b). All municipalities highlighted in the maps are 
within the 200km of a directly affected municipality, and darker colours indicate greater proximity to these municipalities.

5  See, for example, Simonsen, História Econômica do Brasil.

http://www2.senado.leg.br/bdsf/bitstream/handle/id/1111/749413.pdf?sequence=4
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The sugar-cane boom. 

The initial phase of colonisation took place mainly along the Northeastern coast and 

led to a boom in the sugar production that caused Brazil to become the main world 

producer of sugar by 1700. The sugar economy was a plantation system built on three 

essential elements: ‘latifundio’ (a large estate with a single owner), monoculture, and 

slave labour. Sugar-cane brought the large rural estate and a patriarchal and slavery-

based society to Brazil and the rest of colonial America.  Sugar-mills displayed 

economies of scale; thus, land was given to individuals who had enough funds to invest 

in the purchase of large numbers of African slaves. The sugar-cane society, therefore, 

was built on extreme social inequality, and very small economic and political elites with 

concentrated powers. 

The polarisation between landlord and slave and the dominance of the plantation system 

targeted at exports to Europe constituted the foundations of the social, economic, and 

political structures associated with sugar production. The colonial rule exacerbated the 

concentration of resources and the extractive nature of the sugar activity. These initial 

conditions of the socio-economic landscape of the sugar cane boom areas in Brazil 

could persist through the overruling of state power and de jure institutions by economic 

power and de facto institutions run by the elites themselves. Landed aristocracies 

throughout Latin America were often a symbol of the political landscape created by the 

sugar-cane society. 

The gold boom. 

In 1695 explorers made the first significant discoveries of gold. Brazilian production 

peaked in 1760 and soon after started to decline, already losing most of its relevance 

by the end of the 18th century.6 A quarter of a century after the initial discoveries, the 

Central-South region, which was mostly uninhabited previously, accounted for 50% 

of the colonial population. The collapse of the mining economy was similarly fast.  

6  From 1700 to 1770, Brazilian gold production was roughly the same as the entire production of the rest of the Americas 

between 1492 and 1850, and corresponded to 50% of the production of the rest of the world between the 16th and 18th 

centuries.
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The main urban centre of the region fell from 20,000 inhabitants in 1740 to just 7,000 in 

1804. Despite the widespread use of slaves, the technology and the scale of production 

were very different from the sugar areas. Celso Furtado noted: “(...) the mining economy 

in Brazil opened possibilities to people with limited resources, since exploration was 

not based on large and deep mines – as in the case of silver in Peru and Mexico – but 

on alluvium metal deposited in the bottom of rivers.”7 Hence, although mining also 

led to slavery and inequality, the social structure was less rigid and the distribution of 

endowments across the civil population was relatively more equal. 

In contrast, the availability of rents from gold, coupled with the tremendous efforts of 

the Portuguese crown to monitor every single step of production and trade of precious 

metals, led to an overgrown, extremely focused and extractive government apparatus. 

The political science literature on the resource curse has stressed the perverse effects 

that the possibility of rent extraction, decoupled from productive activities and political 

representation, may have. In the context of colonial Brazil, where the governing state 

(Portugal) was in fact formally detached from local population, these effects are likely 

to have been even stronger. Therefore, the implications of the gold boom are likely to 

be related to the effectiveness of government, the provision of public goods, and the 

relationship between local population and state power. 

The long-run effects of colonisation

The empirical analysis uses data from 4,971 municipalities in Brazil and focuses on 

three local characteristics in the year 2000: the distribution of economic power, as 

measured by the distribution of land (land Gini); access to justice, reflected in the local 

availability of courts; and quality of local government practices, as indicated by an 

index of administrative efficiency.8 We identify the degree to which a municipality was 

affected by a colonial episode from the initial location and timing of the sugar activity 

(Figure 1a), the gold boom (Figure 1b) and their distance from Portugal – which was an 

important determinant of the actual degree of intervention imposed by the metropolis. 

7  Furtado, Formação Econômica do Brasil, p.74, translated by the authors.

8  For more details, see Naritomi, Soares, and Assunção (2012).
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Using this historical variation across space we investigate whether the municipalities 

that are located in these areas today are systematically different in terms of institutional 

development and public goods provision. Overall, after controlling for a rich set of 

geographic characteristics, areas affected by the extractive episodes, and under stronger 

influence of Portugal during the colonial period, have worse outcomes today. The data 

also shows a pattern of lower public good provision – such as public health, education 

and infrastructure expenditures.

Although both episodes were marked by a colonial extractive logic, there are 

important differences in their long-term effects, consistent with the socioeconomic and 

political characteristics typically highlighted in the historical literature. Specifically, 

municipalities with origins linked to the socially polarised and oligarchic economy of 

the sugar-cane episode are characterised by a higher concentration of land today, which 

Stanley Engerman and Kenneth Sokoloff argue to be a key cause of Latin America’s 

poor long-run performance.9 Municipalities whose origins are associated with the 

gold episode have worse governance practices and less access to justice. In both the 

sugar-cane and gold episodes, the negative consequences are significantly worse when 

the municipalities are closer to Portugal, highlighting the negative influence of the 

interference of the metropolis, particularly when associated with extractive activities.10 

We also contrast the results from these two major colonial extractive activities with an 

important post-colonial resource boom: the coffee expansion. The coffee boom is often 

seen as the third main ‘commodity cycle’ in Brazilian history. However, the coffee 

experience was very different from the sugar-cane and gold booms. 

9  Engerman and Sokoloff, “The Factor Endowments”. It is worth noting that although the estimated effects of the sugar 

episode on public goods provision is negative for all measures of public goods, it is often not statistically different from 

zero. It could be the case that the potential negative effects from the colonial rule and land concentration is, to some 

extent, countervailed by an effect similar to Melissa Dell’s “The Persistent Effects of Peru’s Mining Mita” argument that 

the long-term presence of large landowners could actually provide a stable land tenure system that encouraged public 

goods provision.

10  Quantitatively, the estimated coefficients imply that if a city in the historical mining area had not been affected by the 

gold boom, its index of governance today would be better by 8% of a standard deviation, while its index of access to 

justice would improve by 23% of a standard deviation. Similarly, if a municipality in the sugar-cane boom area had not 

been affected by the sugar-cane boom, its index of concentration of land would be lower by 63% of a standard deviation.

https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=vJHpxcWzBewC&oi=fnd&pg=PA260&dq=The+Factor+Endowments+engerman&ots=OSaPtNuUj4&sig=g0PzSpE2AcPB4mDIdtE9-gtGEtE#v=onepage&q=The Factor Endowments engerman&f=false
http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/dell/files/ecta8121_0.pdf
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First, the coffee expansion took place at a much later stage (19th century) and over 

an area previously occupied. Second, its expansion extended well after Brazilian 

independence.11 And third, the organisation of production more closely followed a 

spontaneous and entrepreneurial logic, than an extractive one. Therefore, the coffee 

boom is not the same type of initial institutional shock as the sugar-cane and gold 

episodes. Nonetheless, we tentatively explore two different measures of the coffee boom, 

one focusing on areas where coffee production was more similar to the colonial setting, 

and another one including areas where coffee production was more entrepreneurial and 

took place long after the colonial era. We show that the effects of the early coffee boom 

were similar to those of the colonial sugar-cane boom, but that the later coffee boom 

episode had no noticeable effect on current institutions. 

Taken together, our results contribute to establishing a relationship between an extractive 

colonial past and contemporary economic outcomes within a constant de jure macro-

institutional setting. The study indicates that a significant portion of the correlation 

between geography and development within Brazil seems to be related to the colonial 

history experienced by different areas of the country, and that colonial rule played an 

important role in determining the degree to which these negative effects are still present 

today. In addition, the results provide different pathways through which the influence 

of extractive episodes can be materialised in the modern era, by documenting different 

long-run effects of the sugar, gold and coffee resource booms within Brazil.
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3 The persistent effects of Peru’s 
mining mita

Melissa Dell
Harvard University

In 1573, forty years after Pizarro’s conquest of the Incas, the Spanish Empire instituted a 

system of forced labour among indigenous communities living in the Andean highlands 

of Spain’s Viceroyalty of Peru. Called the mita, this system required that indigenous 

villages within the subjected region annually send one-seventh of their adult men to 

work in either the silver mine of Potosi, in present-day Bolivia, or in the mercury mine 

of Huancavelica, in present-day Peru. Multiple studies, several of which are featured 

in this volume, have observed negative effects of coercive colonial institutions like 

this one across different contexts. For example, Acemoglu et al.  (2001) show, using 

cross-country comparisons, that extractive colonial institutions lower GDP today.  

Nunn (2008) and Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) document that Africa’s slave trades had 

negative long-run impacts on economic development and trust, and Banerjee and Iyer 

(2005) show that areas of India where proprietary rights in land were given to landlords 

during the British colonial period have lower agricultural productivity and investments 

in health and education more recently. Pre-colonial institutions may also fundamentally 

influence economic prosperity today, as Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) 

document for Africa.

Similar to those studies, I find that even though the mita was abolished in 1812 – over 

two hundred years ago – it continues to have a negative effect on the living standards 

of Peruvians who reside in the mita region. To estimate effects of the mita, I use 

historical geographic data that shows which regions of Peru were subjected to the mita 

during its 250-year enforcement, and I link this data with a collection of historical and 

contemporary datasets on living standards, land ownership patterns, education, and roads.  
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I find that the mita lowers living standards, as measured by consumption per capita, by 

around 25%, and that the mita increases the prevalence of stunted growth in children 

by six percentage points. Furthermore, statistical and historical evidence suggest that 

living standards are worse because of a sparser network of roads in mita regions, and 

that differences in road construction were in turn driven by a divergence in historical 

land ownership patterns, which, at its root, was caused by the mita.

The mita’s extent

Figure 1 shows, outlined in black, the region of the Andean highlands that was 

subjected to the mita.1 Spain manned its mines using free labour in the 1550s, but, 

after disastrous epidemics decimated the local population, mine managers turned to 

coercion.2 Regions selected for the mita were those that were (1) close to the mines 

at Potosi and Huancavelica and (2) located in the Andean highlands, since colonial 

authorities believed that only highland men could handle the harsh working conditions 

of the mines.3 Regions just outside the mita region were not required to send anyone to 

the mines. The mita was strictly enforced: a 1689 census of parishes in the subjected 

region shows a male-to-female ratio that was 22% lower than in the non-mita region.4 

Many of the men had been sent to work in the mines.

The arbitrariness of this design allows us to estimate the causal effects of the mita on 

economic outcomes in the long run: we can compare districts just on one side of the 

subjected boundary with districts just on the other side.5 If it is true that nothing else 

changed suddenly at the mita boundary and that, before the mita began, districts on one 

side were not particularly different, on average, from districts on the other side, then 

any remaining differences in economic outcomes today are likely to be because of the 

mita itself.

1  Data on the mita’s extent are from Saignes (1984) and Amat y Junient (1947).

2  (Tandeter 1993, p. 61; Cole 1985, pp. 3, 31; Cañete 1794; Levillier 1921, Vol. 4, p. 108)

3  (Tandeter 1993, p. 60; Cole 1985, p. 31; Golte 1980)

4  (Villanueva Urteaga 1982), also the supplementary material to the paper.

5  This methodology is called regression discontinuity. Other studies in this eBook series that feature it include Lowes 

and Montero (Volume II, Chapter 5), Grosfeld and Zhuravskava (Volume III, Chapter 13), and Fontana, Nannicini, and 

Tabellini (Volume III, Chapter 14).
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Figure 1.

Because of the requirement that nothing besides the mita itself change suddenly at the 

boundary, I exclude from my study much of the region shown in Figure 1 since, as 

shown in the figure, much of the boundary lies along the precipice of the Andes. This 

means that even if there had never been a mita, places on the mita side of the boundary 

might have different living standards today simply by virtue of being in the highlands. I 

focus my study on only the region located near the boundary shown in white in Figure 1.  

Here the mita boundary was located in the middle of the highlands, rather than on the 

highlands’ edge. 

Once I limit the region of my study to areas near this boundary, elevation is similar on 

either side of the boundary. I also look for other differences across the boundary: was 

the land significantly more rugged on one side than on another? Was one side much 

more prosperous than another before the mita was instituted? 
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Using geographic data and historical data on village tribute sent to the Spanish, I find 

that the answer to both of these questions is no.6 These facts provide evidence that any 

differences between mita and non-mita regions are because of the mita itself.

The mita decreases living standards, hacienda presence, and 
density of road networks

Figure 2 shows the raw data on economic outcomes along with the predicted values 

of these outcomes. The predictions come from a statistical model fit to the data. The 

x-axis is longitude, the y-axis is latitude, and the green boundary line is the mita region 

in my study, which was shown in white in Figure 1. Each circle represents a district in 

modern-day Peru, with the size of the circle increasing according to the population of 

the district. The circles are coloured according to the value of the economic outcome in 

the village represented by the circle. The colour of regions outside the circles represents 

the predicted values of the economic outcome. 

The data on household consumption come from the 2001 Peruvian National Household 

Survey. Since this survey was relatively small, I supplement it with data on child height 

from a census of children conducted by Peru’s Ministry of Education. The logic behind 

using height data is that children’s height is strongly affected by how well they eat, and 

when children are malnourished, they can have significantly below-average height, a 

condition called stunting. Stunting thus serves as a proxy for living standards in general. 

As demonstrated by the dark colour of the interior of most of the mita region in panels 

(a) and (b), living standards are lower in the mita region, and the effects are similar 

whether I use consumption or stunting as a measure of living standards.

6  Data on elevation and ruggedness are computed from NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM). Tribute data 

come from Miranda (1583).
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Figure 2.

a) Consumption (2001) b) Stunting (2005)

c) Haciendas (1689) d) Haciendas (1845)

e) Haciendas (1940) f) Education (1876)

g) Road Density (2006) Ag Market Participation (1994) 
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The next three panels of Figure 2 consider the effect of the mita on haciendas – large 

privately-owned estates - in 1689, 1845, and 1940.7 These show strong negative mita 

effects in each period, with particularly strong effects in the earliest period. Historical 

accounts suggest that the colonial government discouraged elite would-be landowners 

from forming haciendas in the mita region. The government feared that the hacienda 

class would resist the mita: after all, the mita took away workers who could otherwise 

work on the haciendas, increasing competition for labour.8 For this reason, haciendas 

were located primarily in the non-mita areas, and the government encouraged 

community ownership and use of land in the mita region. 

When the mita was finally abolished, community land ownership was also discontinued 

but was not replaced with a system of enforceable private property rights. In contrast, 

the property rights of hacienda owners remained secure.9 As a result, peasants’ lands 

were expropriated, and violence and banditry dominated the mita region.10 

The relative security of the hacienda class encouraged them to make long-term 

investments in education and infrastructure, which benefited the areas near the 

haciendas in the long run. Additionally, hacienda elites may have been better able to 

lobby political leaders for funding for roads than were peasants in mita areas. Figure 

2, panels (f) and (g), supports this argument. Panel (f) shows negative effects of the 

mita on education, measured by literacy rates, in 1876, while panel (g) shows negative 

effects on current road density, which is metres of region-level roads in the district, 

divided by total area of the district. These findings suggest that the provision of public 

goods was greater in non-mita regions historically, and that the effects on roads have 

persisted. 

The last piece of the puzzle is to explain how roads affect standards of living. The 

key channel is access to markets: if there are no good roads between a farmer 

and the market, or if the route to get to the market is too long, it is unlikely 

the farmer will be able to profitably sell a portion of his crops in the market.  

7  Hacienda data come from the following sources. 1689: Villanueva Urteaga (1982). 1845: Peralta Ruiz (1991). 1940: 

Peruvian Population Census.

8  Garrett (2005), Larson (1988).

9  (Jacobsen (1993), Dancuart and Rodriguez (1902, Vol. 2)

10  (Avila 1952, p. 22; Roca-Sanchez 1935, pp. 242–243; Jacobsen 1993, Ramos Zambrano 1984, Tamayo Herrera 1982, 

Hazen 1974, pp. 170–178). (Flores Galindo 1987, p. 240).
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The effect of the mita on access to markets is shown in the final panel of Figure 2. The 

mita effect on market access is negative and significant.

Residents of the former mita region today continue to feel the mita’s effects. When I 

visited some of the districts that are part of this study, I heard first-hand from residents 

that inability to access roads was a critical issue that prevented farmers from bringing 

crops to market. One of the key goals of the primarily mita province of Espinar is “to 

advocate effectively for a system of modern roads to regional markets”,11 and, in 2004, 

demonstrations in the mita district Ilave featured 10,000 protestors and concluded with 

a lynching of Ilave’s mayor. Protestors said he hadn’t come through on promises to pave 

the town’s access road and build a local market.12 

The positive association between historical haciendas and contemporary economic 

development contrasts with the well-known hypothesis that historically high land 

inequality is the fundamental cause of Latin America’s poor long-run growth 

performance (Engerman and Sokoloff 2002). Engerman and Sokoloff argued that 

high historical inequality lowered subsequent investments in public goods, leading 

to worse outcomes in areas of the Americas that developed high land inequality 

during the colonial period. This theory’s implicit counterfactual to large landowners 

is secure, enfranchised smallholders of the sort that predominated in some parts of 

North America. This is not an appropriate counterfactual for Peru – or many other 

places – because institutional structures, largely in place before the formation of the 

landed elite, did not provide secure property rights, protection from exploitation, or a 

host of other guarantees to potential smallholders. The evidence in this study indicates 

that large landowners – while they did not aim to promote economic prosperity for 

the masses – did shield individuals from exploitation by a highly extractive state 

and ensure public goods. Thus it is unclear whether the Peruvian masses would 

have been better off if initial land inequality had been lower, and it is doubtful that 

initial land inequality is the most useful foundation for a theory of long-run growth.  

11  Espinar Municipal Government (2008).

12  (Shifter 2004).

http://www.nber.org/papers/w9259
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Rather, the Peruvian example suggests that exploring constraints on how the state can 

be used to shape economic interactions – for example, the extent to which elites can 

employ state machinery to coerce labour, or citizens can use state guarantees to protect 

their property – could provide a particularly useful starting point for modelling Latin 

America’s long-run growth trajectory.
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4 Missionaries, human capital 
transmission and economic 
persistence in South America

Felipe Valencia Caicedo
Bonn University

Introduction

The aftermath of European colonialism has been an active area of research in the 

social sciences. While Europeans often imposed extractive institutions and created 

exploitative economic relationships (Acemoglu et al. 2001 and Vol.1 Chapter 7 of this 

series), they also transferred human capital, cultural values and technological know-

how (Glaeser et al. 2004, Easterly and Levine 2016, also Vol. 1, Chapters 8 and 9 of this 

series), which may have led to beneficial effects in the long run (for the case of Latin 

America, see Chapter 1 of this Volume). In terms of mechanisms, Dell (2010) stresses 

the negative effect of the mita labour system in Latin America (see also Chapter 3 of 

this Volume), while Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) document the adverse impact of 

African slavery through decreased trust (see also Vol. 2, Chapter 2 of this series). Less 

is known, however, about the way in which other colonial arrangements might have led 

to positive outcomes in the long run. 

Religion was – along with profit making and a desire for adventure – one of the 

main reasons for embarking for the New World. Religion, moreover, constitutes a 

fundamental aspect of culture. Cultural explanations of economic performance date 

back to Max Weber’s Protestant work ethic hypothesis (Weber 1905 / 2011) and have 

been recently summarised by Alesina and Giuliano (2015). 
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Modern economic research on religion has studied the impact of Protestantism in 

Europe (Becker and Woessmann 2009, see also Chapter 8 of this Volume) as well as 19th 

Century Christian missions in Africa (Nunn 2010, Nunn and Wantchekon 2015, Cagé 

and Rueda 2016, see also Vol.2, Chapter 7 of this series). Religious proselytising aside, 

missionaries brought with them a new set of skills, technologies and values that could 

have been transferred to the local populations, a possibility I explore in this chapter. 

I demonstrate here the important long-term economic benefits of Catholic missionary 

activity in South America (based on Valencia Caicedo, 2014). I focus on missions 

founded by the Society of Jesus (Jesuits), during the 17th Century, amongst the Guarani, 

in modern-day Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. While religious conversion was the 

official aim of these Catholic missions, they also furthered human capital formation 

by schooling children and training adults in various crafts. The setup is unique, in that 

Jesuits were expelled from the Americas in 1767 and never returned to the Guarani 

area, thus precluding any direct continuation effect. 

Setup

Map 1.  General location of Guarni Jesuit Missions within South America

Note: the map shows the location of the Guarani Jesuit Missions, along with state level boundaries for Argentina, Brazil and 
Paraguay, and national level boundaries for the rest of Latin American countries.
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To disentangle the national institutional effects from the human capital shock Jesuit 

missions supplied, I use within country variation in missionary activity in three 

different countries. Namely, I employ municipal level data for five states (Corrientes 

and Misiones in Argentina, Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil, and Itapua and Misiones in 

Paraguay). Map 1 shows the general location of the Guarani Jesuit Missions and Map 2 

zooms into this particular region.

Map 2.  Exact Locations of Guarani Jesuit Missions 

Note: the map shows the exact location of the Guarani Jesuit Missions, along with municipal level boundaries for the states of 
Corrientes and Misiones (Argentina), Itapua and Misiones (Paraguay) and Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil), and state boundaries 
for other states in Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay.

The area under consideration was populated by the same semi-nomadic indigenous tribe, 

so I can abstract from the direct effect of different pre-colonial ethnicities (Maloney and 

Valencia 2012, Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2013 ). The early stage of development 

of the indigenous inhabitants at the time of contact also makes the setting unique. The 

Guarani area possesses similar geographic and weather characteristics, although I 

control for these variables in the empirical analysis.
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Main findings

I find substantial positive effects of Jesuit missions on modern-day human capital and 

income measures, 250 years after the missionaries were expelled. In municipalities 

where Jesuits carried out their apostolic efforts, median years of schooling and literacy 

levels remain higher by 10-15%. An illustration of this main effect can be seen in Figure 

1, which plots literacy rates in 2010 on distance to the nearest mission. These differences 

in educational attainment have also translated into higher modern per capita incomes 

of nearly 10%.

Figure 1.  Modern literacy versus distance to the nearest mission
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Notes: The figure is an unconditional plot of 2000 literacy in percentages for people aged 15 and older in Argentina, Brazil 
and Paraguay versus distance of the municipality centroid in kilometers to the nearest Jesuit mission. Orange triangles 
represent missionary municipalities and blue dots non-missionary ones. The red line is a linear trend. The sample is restricted 
to a 225 kilometers distance threshold. Note that distances for missionary districts are not necessarily zero, as they are 
measured from the municipality›s centroid. <about here> 

Figure 2 provides an illustration using night-time satellite data. There we can observe 

that municipalities with historical missionary presence appear lit (richer) at night. In 

order to rationalise these enduring educational and income differences, I examine 

occupational, cultural and behavioural channels of transmission. 
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Figure 2.   Night-time satellite images of the Guarani Missionary areas 

Notes: The map depicts the nighttime satellite images of the Guarani Jesuit missionary area along with municipal level 
boundaries for the states of Corrientes and Misiones (Argentina), Itapua and Misiones (Paraguay) and Rio Grande do Sul 
(Brazil).Red crosses denote the location of the Guarani Jesuit Missions.<about here>

Even though I net out country wide effects and control for a large set of geographic 

and weather characteristics, Jesuit missionaries might have chosen favourable locations 

beyond such observable factors. Hence the positive effects encountered might be due 

to this initial choice and not to the missionary treatment per se. To address the potential 

endogeneity of missionary placement, I conduct two empirical tests. The first one is 

a placebo that looks at missions that were initially founded by the Jesuits but were 

abandoned early on (before 1659). I can thereby compare places that were initially 

picked by missionaries with those that actually received the missionary treatment. I find 

no effect for such ‘placebo’ missions, which suggests that what mattered in the long run 

is what the missionaries did and not where they first settled. 

Because abandonment itself might have been a voluntary choice, I also conduct a 

comparison with the equally successful missions established by the Franciscans further 

north. These neighbouring Guarani Franciscan Missions were founded even earlier – 

from 1580 to 1615. The comparison is relevant in that both orders were Catholic and 

employed European evangelists who wanted to convert souls to Christianity. 
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Yet Jesuits emphasised education and technical training in their conversion, relative 

to the Franciscan Mendicant Order, which mainly tended for the poor and the sick 

(Waldinger 2013). Contrary to the Jesuit case, I find no positive long-term impact on 

either education or income for Franciscan Guarani Missions. This suggests that the 

long-term income differences I estimate are likely to be driven by the Jesuit emphasis 

on human capital. 

Extensions and mechanisms

Using historical censuses, I am able to trace the human capital effect through the 

intervening period between the missionary era and today. I use data from the 1895 

Census of Argentina, the 1920 Census of Brazil, and the 1950 Census of Paraguay. I 

find that Jesuit missions had an even larger effect on human capital during intermediate 

historical periods and that these effects are larger for females and concentrated on local 

inhabitants rather than foreigners, as expected. 

In terms of transmission mechanisms, I find that municipalities closer to historic 

missions have changed the sectoral composition of employment, moving away 

from agriculture and towards manufacturing and services (consistent with Botticini 

and Eckstein 2012). In particular, I document that these places still produce more 

handicrafts such as embroidery, a skill introduced by the Jesuits. I also find that such 

areas differentially adopted new agricultural technologies such as genetically modified 

soy varieties (as in Bustos et al. 2016). People closer to former Jesuit missions also seem 

to participate more in the labour force and work longer hours, consistent with Weber 

(1978). Using cultural surveys, I show that indigenous knowledge — of traditional 

medicine and myths — was transmitted differentially from generation to generation 

in the Jesuit areas. Unsurprisingly, given their acquired skills, I find that indigenous 

inhabitants from these areas were assimilated better into colonial and modern societies. 

http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9744.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9744.html
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Figure 3.  Density plot of the Rotter Locus of Control Scale - missionary vs. non-

missionary areas

Note: the figure depicts a density plot of the Rotter Locus of Control Scale (going from low values of external control to 
high values of internal control), separating between non-missionary areas (in circles) and missionary areas (in triangles).

To better understand the mechanisms at play, I examine cultural and behavioural 

outcomes that can sustain the transmission of human capital from the missionary 

period to the present (see also, Valencia and Voth, in progress). To do so we conducted a 

household survey and lab-in-the-field experiments in Southern Paraguay and Northern 

Argentina. We find that respondents in former missionary areas have higher non-

cognitive skills and behave more pro-socially. As can be observed in Figure 3, we find 

that respondents in missionary areas possess superior non-cognitive abilities, as proxied 

by higher ‘Locus of Control’ scores (Heckman et al. 2006). Using standard games from 

the experimental and behavioural literatures, we find that respondents in missionary 

areas exhibit greater altruism, more positive reciprocity, are less risk-seeking and 

behave more honestly. We use priming techniques from experimental psychology to 

further investigate whether these effects are the result of greater religiosity (Norenzayan 

2013, McKay et al. 2014) – which appears not to be the case.
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Conclusions

The case of the Guarani Jesuit Missions serves as a microcosm to study important 

economic questions. I find not only an important degree of economic persistence, 

in line with the recent literature, but also specific transmission mechanisms through 

which this persistence is enacted. Using this unique setup, I demonstrate how a 

historical human capital intervention can lead to substantial differences in educational 

and economic outcomes in the long term. I further document specific cultural and 

occupational mechanisms that can sustain these differences, such as intergenerational 

knowledge transmission and non-cognitive skills. The findings support the view that 

historical investments in human capital can have very long-lasting consequences, 

altering communal culture and individual behaviour. A thorough understanding of such 

deep determinants of development can  help to make economic policies more targeted 

and effective. 
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5 Forced coexistence and 
economic development: 
Evidence from Native American 
reservations

Christian Dippel
UCLA1

Many countries and other jurisdictions today are ‘artificial’, in the sense that their 

political boundaries are at odds with those wanted by the people who live within them 

– a situation which is often the result of historical circumstances such as colonisation 

(Alesina et al. 2011). The generally bad economic and political outcomes in such 

polities has most commonly been attributed to ethnic or linguistic cleavages (Easterly 

and Levine 1997, Alesina et al. 2003). However, recent research has highlighted that 

artificial jurisdictions often integrated people who not only differed in language and 

ethnicity, but who also – perhaps more importantly – had no history of centralised 

governance (Gennaioli and Rainer 2007, Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2013).

These separate forces are, however, often difficult to untangle in cross-country data 

analyses. This paper focuses on Native American reservations as a unique opportunity for 

learning more about the legacies of history. From a researcher’s perspective, reservations 

have the great advantage that we can ‘map’ historical ethnic groups (tribes) onto present-

day jurisdictions. At the same time, reservations are ethnically and linguistically 

homogenous, because the US government did not combine different tribes when forming 

reservations. However, while tribes had a shared cultural identity, this did not imply 

shared governance. Tribes were connected by language and intermarriage, but only for 

some tribes did this imply any coordinated political decision making (Driver 1975).  

1  First published in Econometrica, Volume 82, Issue 6, November 2014

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.3982/ECTA11423/abstract
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Many tribes were loose cooperatives of bands, and decisions were made at the band 

level. In most cases, a reservation’s formation was the first time its constituent bands 

were thrust into a system of shared governance (Stern 1975, p. 75). 

Combining these facts, this paper studies the effect of what I label forced coexistence – 

the forced ‘shoe-horning’ of independent jurisdictions into a shared polity – and isolates 

this from potential correlates like ethnic fractionalisation. 

For illustration, consider Figure 1, showing the eight bands of the Apache tribe. The 

Chiricahua, Mescalero, and Lipan bands were combined onto the Mescalero Reservation. 

The Tonto, Cibecue, San Carlos, and White Mountain bands were combined onto the 

San Carlos Reservation. Only the Jicarilla Apache obtained their own reservation. In 

my coding, because the Apache were a decentralised tribe overall, the Mescalero and 

San Carlos Reservations suffer from forced coexistence, the Jicarilla Reservation does 

not.

Figure 1. Bands of the Apache tribe

Apache

Chiricahua LipanMescalero J icarilla Tonto Cibecue SanCarlos W hiteMountain

The unit of observation is the reservation, and I study the largest 182 US reservations. 

Figure 2 shows the location of these with underlying U.S. state boundaries.

In ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions, I find that forced coexistence decreases 

per capita incomes on reservations today (in the 2000 US Census) by about 30%. I 

am able to statistically control for many features of historical tribal organisation, 

which one can glean from Murdock’s (1967) Ethnographic Atlas (EA), which 

has been used by many other papers, including e.g. Gennaioli and Rainer (2007), 

Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013). The 30% estimated effect is also very robust 

to controlling for present-day determinants of reservations’ economic fortunes, such 

as income and employment levels in surrounding counties, distance to the nearest 

major city, reservation land features, reservation demographics, and – importantly –

casino operations. Strikingly, the results are even robust to controlling for unobserved 

differences at the state level with state fixed effects. 
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Figure 2. Locations of Native American reservations

To the researcher, an important concern with this is the potential selection of 

unobservable historical characteristics. For instance, it could be that the reason the 

Cherokee were able to avoid forced coexistence was because they were sophisticated 

enough at the time to have had their own Harvard-trained lawyers amongst their tribal 

ranks. By contrast, some of the North-Pacific tribes had to rely on missionaries as 

translators during treaty negotiations. This concern is addressed by focusing only on 

the set of tribes with multiple reservations and by conducting within-tribe comparisons 

of reservations formed at the band level, versus at the (forced) tribe level. Strikingly, 

doing this delivers the same 30% estimate of the effect of forced coexistence as the 

main sample does, again statistically highly significant.

Even here, however, there can be concerns about selection. Notably, it is possible that 

within the same tribe historically more sophisticated bands were more skilled at treaty 

negotiations and more likely to end up with the desired band-level reservations. Some 

anecdotal historical evidence suggests this may have been the case. I, therefore, pursue 

an instrumental variable (IV) strategy in which historical mining rushes serve as a 

source of exogenous historical variation in the value of the land that each reservation’s 

constituent bands occupied, thereby creating exogenous pressure on the US government 

at the time to form more centralised reservations on which the bands could be more 

easily contained.
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Importantly, a reservation’s ancestral homelands are spatially separate from both 

the reservation itself and from its present-day economic environment, so that I can 

continue to control for all characteristics of reservation lands and their immediate 

economic surroundings, including historical and present-day mining activities within 

those spatial boundaries. Figure 3 illustrates. In the centre (in black) is the present-day 

Mescalero reservation in New Mexico. Its economic environment (in pink) consists of 

six counties, Socorro, Lincoln, Chavez, Otero, Dona Ana and Sierra (clockwise from 

Northwest). Lastly, Mescalero’s ancestral homeland is made up of the three band-

territories of the Chiricahua, Mescalero and Lipan. Because historical mining inside 

the economic environment is a separate control, the IV uses only mining activity in the 

western territory of the Chiricahua and the one cluster in the north of the Mescalero 

band’s territory.

Figure 3. Economic Environment of the Mescalero Reservation, New Mexico

In one exercise, I use anthropometric data on 12,000 Native Americans, collected in 

the 1890s by Franz Boas, to directly investigate whether the presence of a mining rush 

perhaps made the process of reservation formation itself more violent. 
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I find that Native Americans growing up during the years of the formation of their 

tribe’s or band’s reservation experienced stunting, i.e. were shorter than their group 

average in adulthood. However, this effect was not more severe when interacted with 

the mining instruments.

I also investigate the mechanisms that underpin my findings. I present three pieces of 

evidence that all support an explanation centred on the quality of local governance, 

consistent with a large literature of more qualitative case-based studies (Cornell and 

Kalt 1995, 2008). First, I turn to panel data, taking advantage of the fact that it was only 

in the late 1980s that federal regulation ceded responsibility for reservation governance 

from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to the local reservation governments. It turns out 

that the effect of forced coexistence was relatively small from 1970 to 1990, implying 

that more than two-thirds of the cross-sectional 30% effect that I estimate in 2000 

appeared after 1990, when local governance began to really matter on reservations. 

This sort of delayed response to an historical shock has antecedents in the economic 

literature on persistence. For example, Nunn (2008) studies the long-run effects of the 

slave trade on African countries, and finds that low-slave-export countries were about 

200% richer in 2000 than high-slave-export ones, but only about 80% richer in 1975. 

Not only does most of the effect of the slave trade that he finds ‘kick in’ two centuries 

after the peak of the slave trade, but also his implied annualised growth rate differential 

between low-slave-export countries and high-slave-export countries from 1975 to 2000 

is exactly the same as the 2% differential between reservations, with and without forced 

coexistence, from 1990–2000.

To glean further evidence on the local governance channel, I investigate the relationship 

between forced coexistence and political conflict directly, both in the cross-section and 

in panel data. In the absence of measures of actual conflict, I use newspaper databases 

to generate counts of reported episodes of internal political conflict, conditioning 

on a reservation’s overall coverage in the news. I collect separate counts for conflict 

involving and explicitly not involving local governance institutions. I also collect 

counts of episodes of reported corruption in the same way. Consistent with the local 

governance mechanism, I find that forced coexistence significantly increases reported 

episodes of both internal conflict and corruption. The effect is stronger for conflict that 

involves local governance institutions. I also find that, mirroring the income results, the 

effects are significantly stronger after 1990. 
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Lastly, I study the economic mechanisms linking local governance to reservation 

incomes. I find that forced coexistence significantly reduces aggregate wage income, 

employment and salaries. On the other hand, forced coexistence has no impact on 

transfer income or on measures of reservation residents’ integration into the off-

reservation economy. The evidence, therefore, supports the view that the sources of the 

observed income differences across reservations are mainly internal to the reservations. 

While this is by no means a smoking gun, these patterns are consistent with narrative 

accounts that suggest factional reservation politics depress incomes, because they create 

uncertainty in the local contracting environment and also result in a lack of investment, 

because politicians control the tribal courts adjudicating on-reservation legal conflicts 

(Cornell 2006, Cornell and Kalt 2008 ch.7). 

This paper speaks to a large literature documenting the negative consequences of ethno-

linguistic fractionalisation and artificial jurisdictional boundaries (Easterly and Levine 

1997, Alesina et al. 2011). In relation to this literature, I find that forcing people with 

no history of shared governance into shared jurisdictions can have large negative long-

run consequences, even when the affected people are ethnically and linguistically the 

same. This is an important finding, because it suggests that social divisions can persist 

and have long-run economic legacies, even when they are not anchored in observable 

characteristics like ethnicity and language.
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6 When the levee breaks: Black 
migration and economic 
development in the American 
South
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The American South is a well-studied case of persistent underdevelopment.  Well after 

the end of slavery, white landowners benefited from cheap black labour and crafted 

Southern institutions to restrict the mobility of black workers.  But this, too, ended.  

While the United States continues to struggle with racial and geographic inequality, 

gone is the quasi-bondage endured by black agricultural families of only a few 

generations ago.  While much research has documented the ‘long shadow of history’, 

it is also important to note that history is not destiny.  Large shocks have often altered 

long-standing patterns of political inequality and economic underdevelopment.

In When the Levee Breaks, we examined one such large shock – the 1927 Mississippi 

Flood – which drastically altered black labour supply and forced white planters to 

transition to a mechanised agricultural economy.  Rich historical data, available from 

the United States Census, allow us to look at the short-run, medium-run, and long-run 

effects of the flood, by comparing changes among flooded and non-flooded counties.

The underdevelopment of the American South and the accompanying economic and 

political coercion of black workers are well-documented.  Anti-enticement laws made it 

illegal for one planter to recruit another planter’s workers, and anti-vagrancy laws made 

it illegal to be without a job.  In 1921, William Pickens, Arkansan NAACP secretary, 

dubbed the Mississippi River Valley the ‘American Congo’.  In 1919 alone, at least 18 

black citizens were lynched in the Delta (Woodruff 2003).  
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Violence against blacks reinforced the power of white planters, who could then serve 

as a potential source of protection for black workers from poor whites.  Perhaps as 

a consequence of low black labour mobility and suppressed wages, the Southern 

economy remained persistently underdeveloped between the Civil War and World 

War II.  While the North developed large manufacturing sectors, the South remained 

primarily agricultural.  Northern wheat-threshing became increasingly mechanised in 

the 19th century, while the mechanisation of Southern cotton-picking was delayed until 

the mid-20th century.   “Technology for mechanizing the pre-harvest operations existed 

well before the 1930s, yet it was hardly used at all in the South, and least of all in the 

plantation belt” (Wright 1986, p. 133).

This Southern economic system was disrupted by the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927.  

Rainfall throughout the Mississippi River basin, given greater force by subsidiary dams 

that increased the volume of water flowing downriver, caused the Mississippi River to 

overwhelm the levee system that had been erected by the Army Corps of Engineers.  

Water breached the levees in 145 places, spreading over 26,000 square miles of 

Louisiana, Mississippi, and Arkansas.  Walls of rushing water swept away houses 

and towns, drowning people and animals.  The flooding left hundreds of thousands 

of people homeless, destroyed 36% of farmland, and caused $400 million in property 

damage — more than $4 billion in today’s dollars. Ironically, just the year before, the 

new chief of the Army Corps of Engineers had, for the first time, officially stated in his 

annual report that the levees were finally in condition “to prevent the destructive effect 

of floods” (Barry 1998, p. 175).

Predictably inequitable were the reactions by local elites and local governments.  Black 

citizens were segregated into much worse relief and refugee facilities than whites, and 

subject to considerable abuse within camps set up by the Red Cross and policed by the 

National Guard. Armed patrols prevented blacks from leaving these refugee camps, and 

blacks were conscripted into working on levees in exchange for food and other basic 

provisions.  In some cases, blacks were beaten and even shot.

A widely circulated black newspaper, The Chicago Defender, provided detailed 

accounts of racial abuses in Red Cross camps and listed job openings available to 

blacks in Northern cities.  Migration costs also declined as a result of the flood, due 

to temporary displacement and lower labour demand for cotton harvesting in 1927.  
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Faced with the potential exodus of black workers, white planters made every effort 

to retain their black labour force. Following directives from the Mississippi governor 

and the National Guard commander, the Red Cross issued a memo on the ‘return of 

refugees’, stating, “Plantation owners desiring their labor to be returned from Refugee 

Camps will make application to the nearest Red Cross representative”, whereupon they 

“will issue passes to refugees” (Barry 1998, pp. 313-314).  The Delta & Pine Land 

Company, one of the nation’s largest cotton plantations, controlled its black workers 

by establishing its own refugee camp and had its workers transferred by special train.

Despite such efforts, or perhaps encouraged by them, many black families left flooded 

areas in search of better political and economic opportunities.  Contemporary accounts 

describe black families, once displaced from their homes, continuing on to Chicago 

and other Northern cities.  “The Afro-American reported that the relief camp experience 

had ‘inspired many backwoods farm[h]ands to make their first break for better things’” 

(Spencer 1994, p. 177).

Our research has examined the impact that this out-migration of black workers had on 

agricultural mechanisation and modernisation.  Supporting qualitative evidence suggests 

that a response to the flood-induced out-migration was substantial mechanisation and 

increased tractor usage in flooded areas.  In November 1927, the Engineering News 

Record noted, “In certain sections of the lower Delta above the Arkansas and Yazoo 

where a crop could not be made this year two-thirds to four-fifths of the families have 

moved away. In these districts farm-machinery salesmen have been busy, and farm 

experts are watching the result with some apprehension”.  In 1931, a Mississippi 

Agricultural Extension Service bulletin discussed the “serious problem” of black  

out-migration and explored “the possible solution in mechanical farming”, comparing 

five tenant-operated plantations and five tractor-operated plantations in the Delta (Vaiden 

et al. 1931).  Contemporaneous accounts described a reorganisation of agricultural 

production and increased mechanisation in the Delta, even prior to the introduction of 

the mechanical cotton picker: “Many planters have turned to the use of wage labor and 

large-scale machinery in an effort to improve production efficiency and decrease costs” 

(Langston and Thibodeaux 1939, p. 3).
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Figure 1 maps the extent of flooding in 1927, overlaid with county borders in 1900. The 

shaded area represents the flooded region, as compiled by the US Coast and Geodetic 

Survey. Our main measure of flood intensity is the fraction of each county flooded (from 

Figure 1), though the empirical results are similar when we instead use measures from 

Red Cross reports on the fraction of population affected by flooding in each county.

Figure 1.  1927 Flooded region and sample counties (1900 boundaries)

Notes:  The 163 sample counties› boundaries are based on county definitions in 1900.  County-level data are adjusted to 
hold these boundaries fixed through 1970.  The sample region flooded in 1927 is shaded gray, based on a map compiled 
and printed by the US Coast and Geodetic Survey.   The non-sample region is cross-hashed.  Excluded counties are missing 
outcome data in one of the analysed years, have less than 15% of reported cropland in cotton in 1920, or have a black 
population less than 10% of the total population in 1920.

The key empirical assumption is that flooded and non-flooded counties would 

have changed similarly in the absence of the flood.  Given that levees broke in a 

somewhat idiosyncratic manner, and given economic similarities between flooded and  

non-flooded counties prior to 1927, this assumption appears plausible.  We also compare 

changes among flooded and non-flooded counties that are more similar across a variety 

of other geographic features.
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Figure 2 shows our estimated changes in the black population in flooded counties, 

relative to changes in non-flooded counties in the same state.  Consistent with the main 

empirical assumption, the black population share changed similarly prior to the 1920’s 

in flooded and non-flooded counties.  By contrast, flooded counties experienced a 14% 

(0.151 log point) decline from 1920 to 1930 in their black population share, relative to 

changes among non-flooded counties. Following the 1927 flood, this short-run decline 

in black population-share persisted through to 1970.

Figure 2.  Estimated differences in black population in flooded counties, relative to 1920
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Notes:  This graph reports estimated differences in log black population share between flooded counties and non-flooded, 
relative to differences in 1920.  The outcome is regressed on the fraction of the county flooded, state-by-year fixed effects, 
and county fixed effects.  The dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals, based on robust standard errors clustered by 
county.

Figure 3 shows estimated changes in the value of agricultural capital equipment and 

machinery in flooded counties, relative to changes in non-flooded counties in the same 

state.  The value of capital had also been changing similarly in flooded and non-flooded 

counties and recovered by 1930 from losses sustained during the 1927 flood.  By 1940, 

the value of agricultural capital had increased substantially in flooded counties, relative 

to non-flooded counties.  Relative increases in agricultural capital continued through 

1970.
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Figure 3.  Estimated differences in farm capital in flooded counties, relative to 1920 
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Notes:  This graph reports estimated differences in log value of farm equipment and machinery between flooded counties 
and non-flooded, relative to differences in 1925.  The outcome is regressed on the fraction of the county flooded, state-by-
year fixed effects, and county fixed effects.  The dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals, based on robust standard 
errors clustered by county.

Our main interpretation of this empirical result, along with the additional results in 

our paper, is that flood-induced black out-migration encouraged planters’ adoption of 

capital-intensive technologies and larger-scale farm operation, in a manner consistent 

with contemporary and historical qualitative accounts.  Along with the changes in 

the black population and the value of farm equipment, we also observe more black  

out-migration (using individual-level Census data linked over time), fewer black 

farmers, increased use of tractors, less use of mules, higher labour productivity, increased 

farmland, a higher average farm size, and, perhaps most interestingly, declining values 

of agricultural land per farm acre.

This last fact – that agricultural land values declined – illustrates the economic 

exploitation inherent in the pre-flood economic system that was supported by white 

planters’ coercion of black workers.  Despite the considerable modernisation of 

agricultural production after the flood, including increased use of capital and increased 

labour productivity, the decline in agricultural land values suggests that the previous 

low-wage and unmechanised agricultural system had been more profitable for white 

planters.  
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Planters made every effort to resist black out-migration after the 1927 flood, but were 

forced to modernise agricultural production in flooded areas – and then eventually to 

modernise agricultural production throughout the American South, along with broader 

black out-migration over the following decades.
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Contemporary debates on immigration policies focus on the costs of accepting 

immigrants for native workers. A key argument is that domestic workers stand to lose 

from the arrival of immigrants, who compete with them for jobs.  Yet immigrants, and 

especially high-skilled immigrants, may also create positive spillovers since they bring 

new ideas and knowledge to the receiving economy. These ideas may either be directly 

implemented, as innovations that are new to the receiving economy, or they may spur 

future innovation by native workers. Contemporary evidence on these effects is mixed, 

suggesting that the arrival of high-skilled immigrants may either encourage (Hunt and 

Gauthier-Loiselle 2010, Kerr and Lincoln 2010), or discourage domestic innovation 

(Borjas and Doran 2012).

In Moser et al. (2014) we investigate an important episode of international migration: the 

arrival in the United States of German-Jewish refugees from Nazi Germany. Anecdotal 

historical evidence suggests that German-Jewish émigrés revolutionised US science 

and innovation. In physics, émigrés such as Leo Szilard, Eugene Wigner, Edward Teller, 

John von Neumann, and Hans Bethe were instrumental in the Manhattan project, which 

developed the atomic bomb. In chemistry, émigrés such as Otto Meyerhof (Nobel Prize 

1922), Otto Stern (Nobel Prize 1943), Otto Loewi (Nobel Prize 1936), Max Bergmann, 

Carl Neuberg, and Kasimir Fajans, “soon effected hardly less than a revolution . . . 

Their work . . . almost immediately propelled the United States to world leadership in 

the chemistry of life” (Sachar 1992, p. 749). 
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But the émigrés transition to research posts in the United States was not as smooth as 

it is typically described and, similar to today, it was slowed by administrative hurdles 

and ethnic bias. Coming from a war enemy, German-Jewish scientists met with a 

“Kafkaesque gridlock of seeking affidavits from relatives in America [and] visas from 

less-than-friendly United States consuls” (Sachar 1992, p. 495). Once they were in the 

United States, the émigrés faced a rising wave of antisemitism: in “the hungry 1930s, 

antisemitism was a fact of life among American universities as in other sectors of the 

U.S. economy” (Sachar 1992, p. 498). 

To investigate the émigrés influence on innovation, we examine data on changes in 

patenting in the research fields of émigrés. Our research design exploits the fact that 

patents are an exceptionally effective mechanism for the protection of innovations in 

chemistry, compared with other industries (e.g., Cohen et al. 2002, Moser 2012). By 

comparison, the contributions of émigré physicists (including those who worked on the 

Manhattan Project) would be much more difficult to evaluate empirically because the 

knowledge that physicists produced was often classified and rarely patented. 

We begin by comparing changes in patenting after 1932 – the last year before the 

Nazis dismissed Jewish professors from German universities – for research fields that 

benefitted less or more from the arrival of German-Jewish émigrés. Specifically, we 

compare changes in patents per year after 1932 by domestic US inventors in the research 

fields of German Jewish émigrés, with changes in annual US patents by domestic US 

inventors in the research fields of other German chemists. Research fields are measured 

at the level of 166 United States Patent Office (USPTO) technology classes that include 

at least one patent by an academic chemist from Germany or Austria between 1920 

and 1970. This approach allows us to control for a potential increase in US invention 

in fields where German chemists, who had dominated this discipline in the early 20th 

century, were active inventors. Patenting by US inventors increased substantially after 

the arrival of the émigrés in the United States (Figure 1). Baseline regression estimates 

of this effect indicate that the arrival of German Jewish émigrés led to a 31% increase 

in innovation after 1933 in the fields of émigrés. The data also indicate that the émigrés’ 

effects on patenting persisted through the 1960s, as students and junior colleagues of 

the émigrés began to patent in the same fields.
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Figure 1.  US Patents per class and year by domestic US inventors in research fields 

of émigrés and other German chemists
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Note: Data cover 2,073,771 patent – main class combinations by U.S. inventors across 166 research fields defined at the level 
of USPTO classes.  Research fields of émigrés cover 60 classes that include at least one patent between 1920 and 1970 by a 
German or Austrian émigré to the United States.  Research fields of other German chemists cover 106 USPTO classes that 
include at least one patent between 1920 and 1970 by another German chemist but include no patents by émigrés. For more 
details see Moser et al. (2014). 

The estimates may, however, be biased if the United States attracted more productive 

scientists or if the émigrés were more likely to work in fields in which US inventors 

produced more new inventions after 1932. Historical evidence suggests that émigrés 

to the United States were negatively selected, because the most prominent dismissed 

scientists went to Britain, which was geographically and culturally closer to the German 

university system than the United States (Ambrose 2001, p.215). Moreover, émigrés 

may have been forced to work in less productive fields because anti-Semitism restricted 

access to the most promising directions of new research. For example, the US chemical 

firm Du Pont rejected the ‘father’ of modern biochemistry, Carl Neuberg, because he 

“looked” too Jewish (Sachar 1992, p. 495). According to Hounshell and Smith (1988, 

pp. 295–96), hiring practices in Du Pont’s Chemical Department “were flawed in one 

important respect: A strong strain of anti-Semitism and sexism prevailed”. 
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To investigate the direction of bias, we exploit the dismissal of Jewish scientists by 

the Nazi government to create an instrument for emigration. On April 7, 1933, only 

67 days after the Nazis assumed power in Germany, the Law for the Restoration of the 

Professional Civil Service required that “Civil servants who are not of Aryan descent are 

to be placed in retirement.” After Nazi Germany annexed Austria in 1938, it extended 

dismissals to Austrian universities. The term “German scientists” refers to chemists 

from both countries. 

Instrumental variables regressions use the pre-1933 fields of dismissed chemists as an 

instrument for the fields of US émigrés. Because the research of the émigrés typically 

built on their existing, pre-1933 research, the pre-1933 fields of dismissed German 

chemists are a good predictor for the research fields of émigrés. Moreover, the fields 

that dismissed researchers pursued before 1933 are unlikely to have depended on their 

expectations about the types of research that would become productive in the United 

States after 1933. Our IV estimates confirm historical accounts of negative selection: 

IV estimates imply that the arrival of German Jewish émigrés led to an additional 71% 

increase in domestic patenting in the research fields of émigrés, suggesting that the 

most basic OLS regressions under-estimate the émigrés’ effect on US invention. 

How did the arrival of a small number of prominent scholars trigger such a large increase 

in invention? To investigate this question, we have created a new individual-level data 

set on the patent histories of US inventors across 166 separate fields of chemical 

invention. These data suggest that the German-Jewish émigrés promoted native US 

invention by attracting a new group of domestic inventors to their research fields. Most 

of the researchers that began to patent in émigré fields after 1932 had not patented in 

any field of chemical invention until 1932, suggesting that the arrival of German Jewish 

émigrés increased overall levels of invention in chemistry, rather than encouraging 

incumbent inventors to move across fields. By comparison, the arrival of the émigrés 

appears to have created at best limited benefits for incumbent U.S. inventors.
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We also collect data on the co-inventors of émigrés – and on the co-inventors of  

co-inventors – to examine whether new networks of inventors helped to amplify the 

effects of German-Jewish émigrés on US invention. Inventors within this network of 

co-inventors benefitted from knowledge transfers about technologies and methods 

that originated from the émigrés, and we find that co-inventors of émigrés became 

active patentees in the fields of émigrés, especially after 1940, and continued patenting 

through the 1950s. In addition to co-inventors of the émigré professors, co-inventors 

of co-inventors of the émigrés also substantially increased their inventive activity in 

émigré fields after 1933, and remained substantially more productive throughout the 

1950s and 1960s. 

A final test examines the research activities of a group of more junior German 

chemists, who had not yet become professors at German universities, but may have 

been influenced by the research of émigrés. Data on patents by these younger German 

émigrés show that they were active in the same research fields as the older and more 

prominent set of émigré professors. These similarities suggest that the effect that we 

capture in our regressions may be the result of a broader movement of German Jewish 

émigrés, including younger German scientists that worked in the same field.

To summarise, our research shows that German-Jewish immigrant scientists triggered 

a large and persistent increase in US invention for chemistry.  The émigrés in our data 

were exceptionally qualified and are most comparable to super-star scientists today. Our 

findings show that policies which attract and retain highly-qualified foreign scientists 

can help to encourage domestic innovation.  We also show that the boost that these 

arrivals create for innovation can persist for many decades.
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The Protestant Reformation, which spread throughout parts of Western Europe after 

Martin Luther nailed his 95 Theses to the Wittenberg castle church in 1517, was one 

of the defining events of European history over the last millennium. Ever since Max 

Weber proposed the provocative thesis connecting Protestant doctrine to long-run 

economic growth, the Reformation has fascinated social scientists. It is plain to see 

why. A clear positive correlation exists between Protestantism and economic success, in 

Weber’s native country, 19th century Prussia, and the correlation persists to the present 

(see Figure 1).  Indeed, the world’s leading economy has been majority Protestant since 

the spread of the Reformation in the 16th century: the Dutch led the world economy in 

the 16th and 17th centuries, then the English in the 18th and 19th centuries, and the US 

followed in the 20th century. But is this correlation causal? That is, did the Reformation 

actually result in good economic outcomes where it spread, or is this correlation 

spurious?

The last decade has seen an increased interest in the origins and effects of the 

Reformation due to a renewed effort to digitise source materials in order to build up 

data sets at the individual level, city level and county level.1 As we overview in our 

recent survey article with Steven Pfaff (Becker et al. 2016), these studies use regression 

analyses to complement, reassess, and enhance our knowledge of the Reformation, 

1  Examples of other works using historical digitised maps to study long-lasting effects of important historical episodes 

include Dell (2010) for the long-lasting effects of the forced mining labour system (mita) in effect in Peru under Spanish 

rule; Acemoglu et al. (2011) for the long-run effects of Napoleonic rule in Germany; Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 

(2013, 2014) on persistent effects of colonial rule in Africa; and Becker, Boeckh, Hainz and Woessmann (2016) for long-

lasting effects of different Empires in Eastern Europe. 
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where previous research often provided a rich narrative, informed by data,  

but without necessarily attempting to formally test specific factors driving the 

Reformation, or its consequences. These more advanced econometric techniques 

permit a deeper inspection of the causal relations connecting the Reformation to long 

run economic outcomes.

Figure 1  Protestantism versus per capita GDP
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To be clear, social scientists do not view the Reformation as some random event 

that serves as a useful ‘natural experiment’ on which to conduct economic analyses. 

Indeed, numerous recent works have suggested that the causes of the Reformation were 

economic, political, or technological. Causes recently studied include the spread of 

printing (which, in turn, helped spread Luther’s message - Rubin 2014, Dittmar and 

Seabold 2015), Ottoman incursions into Europe (which diverted resources away from 

the suppression of Protestants - Iyigun 2008), and political autonomy and local political 

influence (which pressured neighbouring princes to adopt the Reformation - Cantoni 

2012). These studies provide the appropriate background for conducting causal, long-

run analyses of the Reformation’s impact on European economic fortunes. 
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Without understanding the phenomena that contributed to the success of the Reformation, 

it would be impossible to discern whether certain outcomes are consequences of the 

Reformation or merely consequences of some more historically remote event that also 

contributed to the success of the Reformation.

Although we highlight numerous consequences of the Reformation in our survey 

article, including its effect on ‘work ethic’ and its negative consequences, in this 

chapter we focus on two channels, through which the Reformation affected long-run 

economic development: human capital and governance. The human capital channel 

has been highlighted in a number of recent papers, starting with the work of Becker 

and Woessmann (2008, 2009). They show that Prussian counties with a larger share of 

Protestants had higher literacy rates in 1871. To address concerns about endogeneity of 

the Protestant share, they use distance to Wittenberg as a source of exogenous variation 

(instrumental variable). The idea is that the Reformation spread concentrically from 

Luther’s city of Wittenberg. Counties closer to Wittenberg were more likely to adopt 

the Reformation for reasons unrelated to the previous level of education and economic 

development. This supports their argument that differences in education and economic 

development after the Reformation are the result of Protestantism and not merely the 

perpetuation of pre-existing differences. In Becker and Woessmann (2009), they show 

that the higher literacy in Protestant counties explains the advantage in economic 

development of Protestant counties. Becker and Woessmann (2008) highlight the 

gender dimension of the Protestant drive for literacy: not only are Protestant counties 

more literate on average, but Luther’s quest for everyone to be able to read the Bible 

extended to girls, the consequence being a smaller gender gap in education in Protestant 

areas. The results of Becker and Woessmann are largely confirmed in Swiss data. 

Boppart et al. (2013) highlight an interesting interaction between Protestantism and the 

degree of conservatism in the district. They find that, in late 19th century Switzerland, 

Protestantism is only beneficial for educational spending, and for the test results of 

military conscripts when individuals are in a conservative environment, but report 

that it makes no difference in a progressive environment. Boppart, Falkinger, and 

Grossmann (2014), using the same data on test results of Swiss military conscripts, 

look at different measures of scholastic achievement and show that Protestants not 

only excelled in reading, as highlighted in Becker and Woessmann (2009), but also in 

other disciplines. Dittmar and Meisenzahl (2016) stress the role of formal institutions 

in supporting human capital and development. 
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They further sub-divide the set of Protestant cities into cities that formalised the 

Reformation in Church ordinances. They find that cities that adopted legal changes, 

including the introduction of mass education, grew faster than both Protestant cities that 

did not formalise social change in municipal law and Catholic cities. 

Another channel, through which the Reformation affected long run outcomes, was 

its transformative effect on the manner in which Protestant polities were governed. 

Greif and Rubin (2016) and Rubin (2017) suggest that the Reformation undermined the 

capacity of the Catholic Church to legitimise rule and Protestant monarchs therefore 

turned to parliaments for legitimacy and resources. Since parliaments tended to have 

interests compatible with those of the economic elite, the laws and policies resulting 

from the bargains made between Crown and parliament were more consistent with 

those that portend economic success. Greif and Rubin (2016) contend that in England, 

the post-Reformation political equilibrium was one in which rulers were legitimised 

by following the common law, as established by Parliament. This insight therefore 

suggests that the Reformation was indirectly (and unintentionally) responsible for the 

rise of the modern rule of law in England – i.e., law that was secular, subject to checks 

and balances, and was applied to everyone, even the Crown.

In sum, the economic consequences of the Reformation in Europe were wide-ranging.2 

Inspired by Weber, recent analyses have found numerous causal relationships between 

the spread of Protestantism and economic and political outcomes. These outcomes 

include higher human capital for Protestants and, historically at least, greater constraint 

on Protestant sovereigns. Importantly, human capital and (good) institutions are among 

the most important drivers of long-run growth, as is suggested by North (1990), Greif 

(2006), Acemoglu et al. (2001, 2002), Easterly and Levine (2016), and Rodrik et al. 

(2004). In short, the literature on the Reformation suggests multiple mechanisms 

through which religious transformation can set in motion unintended consequences for 

economic development.

2  The impact of Protestantism outside Europe has been studied as well. For instance, Gallego and Woodberry (2010) 

provide evidence that regions in former Colonial Africa in which Protestant missionaries dominated have higher literacy 

rates than those where Catholic missionaries dominated. Cagé and Rueda (2016) highlight the role of the printing press 

in Protestant missionary activity. Valencia Caicedo (2016) showcases human capital effects in South America resulting 

from missionary activity of Jesuits, arguably the strongest opposition force to Protestant activity.
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There are primitive societies in which the level of biological well-being is even 

lower, but in which people are not chronically unhappy. What makes the difference 

between a low level of living and “la miseria” comes from culture. Unlike the 

primitive, the peasant feels himself part of a larger society which he is “in” but not 

altogether “of”.

Edward C. Banfield, “The Moral Basis of a Backward Society” 1958 

Although history offers examples of spectacular catch-ups, relative national 

levels of economic development tend to be quite persistent over time. The per 

capita income of European countries at the end of the twentieth century had a 0.56 

correlation with their per capita income at the beginning of the century.  Even 

over the 300-year span from the 18th to the 21st century the correlation is 0.23.2   

1  Based on Luigi Guiso, Paola Sapienza and Luigi Zingales,”Long Term Persistence” , Journal of the European Economic 

Association, 2016.

2  These results are obtained using Maddison (2001).
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This correlation persists despite the massive destruction of physical and human capital 

in Europe’s recurrent warfare. Why are these differences in economic development so 

persistent?  

In an influential paper, Acemoglu et al. (2001) attribute the phenomenon to the long-

lasting effect of formal institutions, such as protection of property rights and limitations 

on the power of the executive. Ingrained into a country’s legal rules, these institutions 

tend to endure over the centuries. Consistent with this view, they find that countries 

inhospitable to white men still suffer from low property rights protection and excessive 

executive power, because the European colonisers, who did not intend to stay, designed 

legal institutions aimed at extracting rather than creating value. 

This influential explanation faces three objections. First, how can we differentiate the 

role of legal institutions from that of the culture and the human capital that the colonisers 

brought to the colonies (Glaeser et al. 2004)? Second, if persistence depends on legal 

institutions, why should these be so persistent themselves? After all, they are designed 

to be changeable. Even constitutions, the least flexible of legal institutions, are often 

changed: Argentina, which has had four different constitutions in the last 60 years, is a 

case in point. Finally, can we completely reject the hypothesis that persistence depends 

on geographical factors?3 

An alternative interpretation, going back to Putnam et al. (1993), attributes the 

persistence of economic development to culture.4 Williamson (2000) claims that culture 

is the most persistent of all institutions and, unlike legal institutions, has no explicit 

mechanisms for amendment. Yet, even Williamson (2000) is not clear about why and 

when culture is so persistent.  Putnam (2000) himself documents an example of the 

rapid deterioration of social capital in America. Does culture persist only when it is 

optimal, or does it tend to outlive its usefulness and the environment that generated it? 

3  Acemoglu et al. (2001) discuss this challenge and argue that the diseases that were once a serious problem (yellow fever 

and malaria) no longer represent a major source of comparative disadvantage today. Still, other geographical factors 

impeding economic development could be at the origin of this persistence.

4  A recent literature studies how and which current cultural traits affect economic outcomes (see e.g. Tabellini (2010), 

Gorodnichenko and Roland (2014),  Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales, 2006 for a review). 
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To address these questions, we revisit Putnam’s hypothesis. He conjectures that 

differences in performance among the Italian regions are due to persistent differences 

in civic capital, originating from the free city-states (Communes) experience during 

the late Middle Ages. For studying the persistence of culture, Putnam’s conjecture 

has several advantages. First, it traces the origin to an historical period whose 

formal institutions have long since disappeared, facilitating the identification of the 

cultural effect. Second, his distinction is not just North-South. While free cities were 

concentrated in the Centre-North (henceforth North), they did not include all cities in 

this area.5 This can be seen in Figure 1, where only the towns marked with a full dot 

were free cities. Thus, we can exploit variation across cities within the North of Italy 

to test Putnam’s hypothesis. Finally, it considers a temporal span of several centuries, 

during which a different culture could have formed and taken hold.

We start by comparing current levels of civic capital in different cities within Northern 

Italy. Following Putnam et al. (1993), our first measure of civic capital is the number 

of non-profit organisations per capita. We complement this with two new measures. As 

we observe in Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2011), for an outcome-based measure 

to qualify as a good gauge of civic capital, the relationship between the input (civic 

capital) and the output measure should be stable and unaffected by other factors, 

such as legal enforcement. One such output is donation of blood or organs. Thus, as a 

second measure of civic capital we use the existence of an organ-donation organisation. 

Finally, in the spirit of Fisman and Miguel (2007), we use the frequency of cheating in 

a national exam, which is sat by children in each town.   

5  Our definition of North includes all the regions North of (and including) Latium. This definition is consistent with the 

regions of Italy belonging to the Holy Roman Empire at the beginning of the second millennium, when the free cities 

formed, as shown by the red borders in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.   Historical map of Italy around year 1167

Notes: The figure shows the map of Italy around the year 1167. The red line marks the borders of the country that were 
the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation. All the towns marked with a full dot were communes. Towns in red were 
communes that belonged to the Lombard League, those in blue were allied to the Emperor. The green areas mark the 
territories of various Principati and Feudi. The Southern part of Italy not belonging to the Empire was under the Norman 
Kingdom of Sicily.

Findings

Consistent with Putnam’s conjecture, we find that those Northern cities that experienced 

a period of independence in the Middle Ages have significantly higher levels of civic 

capital today, as measured by all three indicators. For example, the number of voluntary 

associations is 25% higher in cities that were once free city-states. These results are 

robust to area dummy variables and to other geographical controls, such as closeness to 

the sea or elevation. Furthermore, they are robust to excluding larger cities and province 

capitals, or controlling for income levels and for inequality in the distribution of land.  
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Not only does civic capital increase with the historical occurrence of a free city-state, 

but also with the length and the intensity of the experience. One standard deviation 

increase in the length of independence increases the number of non-profit associations 

by 2.5%, raises the probability of having an organ-donation organisation by 4.5%, 

and lowers cheating in math by 2.75%. The free city-state degree of autonomy also 

mattered. Some cities were independent, but under the protection of the emperor; 

others were independent enough to fight (and win) against the emperor.  We find that 

the former free cities that, in 1158, participated in a league to fight the Emperor (the 

Lombard League), today exhibit more civic capital than the free cities that, at that time, 

chose to remain neutral, which, in turn, exhibit more civic capital than the cities that 

chose to be allied with the emperor. 

Our results are consistent with the idea that a distant, important historical experience 

can affect individual behaviour many years later. Because the institutions set up by the 

free cities are long gone, this persistence cannot be due to any formal institution. Yet, 

there could be some geographical characteristics not controlled for that are correlated 

both to the emergence of free city states in the Middle Ages and to the higher level of 

civic capital today. 

To assess this possibility, we investigate the factors that facilitated the creation of free 

city-states. Historians (among others, Reynolds 1997, Milani 2005, Tabacco 1987, 

Pirenne 1956) claim that the presence of a bishop in a town fostered the formation of a 

free city-state. This effect, however, can only be present in the North. At the beginning 

of the second millennium, the South of Italy was more developed and prosperous than 

the North (see De Long and Shleifer, 1993), yet free city-states could not develop 

there because of the strong central power exerted by the Normans (Putnam, 1993). 

Consistently, we find that the presence of a bishop is correlated with higher civic capital 

in the North but not in the South. We also find that this correlation does not exist among 

Northern cities that became bishop seats after 1400.  

While these findings do not completely rule out the geography hypothesis, they provide 

further evidence that civic capital is correlated with a pre-existent condition that 

facilitated independence only when this condition actually led to the transformative 

experience of the free city-state.
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The mechanism: the civic capital self-efficacy link

Having identified this robust correlation,  we try to explain how such an historically 

remote experience can leave a legacy after over 500 years. As the epigraph suggests, 

Banfield (1958) attributes the typical attitude of Southern Italians to a feeling of lack of 

empowerment (la miseria) or — as modern psychology labels it – lack of self-efficacy, 

the belief a person holds regarding his or her power to positively affect situations 

(Bandura 1977, 1997). Can a positive or negative historical experience affect an 

entire population’s sense of empowerment? Can such an attitude be handed down for 

generations? Is this diffuse sense of helplessness related to civic capital, as Banfield’s 

evidence seems to suggest?

To build this connection we extend Bandura’s theory of self-efficacy, from the realm 

of individual experiences to that of collective ones, i.e. historical shock. Psychologists 

(e.g. Maddux 2009) perceive the development of self-efficacy beliefs as the result 

of both direct and vicarious individual experience. We extend this idea to collective 

historical experience. 

We measure self-efficacy attitude in the way people explain to themselves why they 

experience a particular event, either positive or negative (Abrahamson, Seligman and 

Teasdale 1978). As research in psychology shows (Seligman et al. 1984, Dweck et al. 

1978), this attitude is transmitted through education and socialisation. Thus we can 

measure the cultural transmission of an historical event by looking at differences in 

self-efficacy of young children in areas with similar geographies but differing histories. 

Because children’s self-efficacy is mostly the reflection of their parents’ and teachers’ 

influence, it is particularly useful for isolating the culturally transmitted component of 

self-efficacy.  

Table 1 shows that, holding geography and other city attributes constant, eighth-graders 

in Northern cities that did have the free city-state historical experience display a higher 

degree of self-efficacy than their peers living in Northern cities that had not been 

communes. 
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Table 1.  City level averages of self-efficacy
North Sample

Commune 0.0303**
(0.0149)

Elevation -0.0758*
(0.0441)

Max difference in elevation 0.0334***
(0.00839)

City is on the coast -0.0241
(0.0149)

City more than 5km from the coast -0.0110
(0.0191)

Current Population -0.0998
(0.0683)

Current Population squared 0.0257
(0.0490)

Gini inequality index of land own. -0.0244
(0.0372)

Gini income inequality index 0.00833
(0.143)

Constant 2.545***
(0.0614)

Observations 1,800
R-squared 0.021

Notes: The table shows OLS estimates of the effect of having been an independent city on self-efficacy in the sample of 
all Italian cities in the North. Self-efficacy score is on the left hand side. Regression is weighted using city population. 
***significant at less than 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

In the logical chain between past historical shocks and today’s civic capital, the 

remaining missing link is the relation between self-efficacy beliefs and civic capital. 

Team effort is intrinsically subject to a problem of attribution (Alchian and Demsetz 

1972). Individuals with stronger self-efficacy beliefs expect their own efforts to have a 

higher chance of paying off (both directly and indirectly), increasing their willingness 

to contribute. Hence, cooperative behaviour is more likely to occur among people 

with a higher self-efficacy, whereas societies in which lack of self-efficacy is 

pervasive will tend to have lower levels of civic capital. 
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We use our data to test this hypothesis. As shown in Table 2, we find that towns 

exhibiting a higher self-efficacy measure have also higher civic capital, measured by 

number of associations (col. 1), existence of an organ-donation organisation (col. 2) 

and cheating in math tests (col. 3). Overall, these correlations are consistent with the 

free city-states experience fostering the formation of a different culture, which persists 

to these days and still affects the level of civic capital.  

Table 2.  Self-efficacy and civic capital
(II)

Number of 
associations p.c.

(IV)
Organ Donation

(VI)
Cheating in math

 

Self-efficacy 1.203*** 0.226*** -0.0348***
(0.310) (0.067) (0.00837)

Elevation -0.269 -0.441*** 0.0271**
(0.700) (0.139) (0.0122)

Max difference in elevation 1.182*** 0.069 0.00180
(0.260) (0.045) (0.00351)

City is on the coast -0.206 0.061 0.0103*
(0.351) (0.066) (0.006)

City more than 5km from 
the coast

0.571 0.120 0.0101

(0.832) (0.103) (0.010)
Current Population 2.250 2.697*** -0.007

(2.249) (0.462) (0.033)
Current Population squared -2.647 -1.927*** -0.0006

(1.670) (0.339) (0.026)
Gini inequality index of 
land own.

0.488 0.114 0.022**

(0.849) (0.155) (0.011)
Gini income inequality 
index

10.57** 2.786*** 0.019

(5.056) (1.071) (0.035)
Constant -3.581* -1.463*** 0.098***

(2.170) (0.466) (0.027)

Observations 1,803 1803 1,715
R-squared 0.115 0.302 0.035

Notes: The table shows OLS regressions of measures of civic capital in the cities in the Center/North as LHS on self-efficacy 
in the city and controls as RHS. The left hand side variable in the first two columns is the number of voluntary association per 
capita, in column three and four a dummy for the presence of an organ donation organization, and in the last two columns the 
average cheating. Estimates are run on the whole sample of cities located in the Center-North of Italy. Robust standard errors 
are reported in parentheses. *** significant at less than 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%
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There is a growing literature on the persistence of cultural attitudes over long periods of 

time both theoretical (Bisin and Verdier 2000, 2001; Guiso et al. 2008) and empirical.6 

Nunn and Wanchekon (2011), for instance, show the long-term persistence of the effects 

of the slave trade on Africa’s level of trust today. Similarly, Voigtländer and Voth (2012) 

document a very strong correlation between the level of German anti-Semitism in 1350 

and its level in the 1920s and 1930s.  Other works demonstrate how cultures functional 

to a given technology may survive many centuries after that technology’s disappearance. 

Grosjean (2011), for instance, studies a culture of violence functional to a pastoral 

society; Alesina et al. (2013) examine the diffusion of the plough in agriculture (which 

gave a comparative advantage to men over women in some geographical areas). 

All these papers present evidence of a negative shock, which persisted through centuries. 

By contrast, we provide evidence of a positive lasting shock, which provides some hints 

on how civic capital can be enhanced. We also highlight and test a possible mechanism, 

which may generate this persistence. 

Our paper is also related to the parallel literature that studies which current cultural 

traits affect economic outcomes (see Guiso et al. 2006 for a review). Tabellini (2010) 

and Gorodnichenko and Roland (2014) stress the importance of individualism for 

promoting private innovation and growth. Our paper shows that shared beliefs of 

individual self-determination can promote civic engagement and cooperation.

Conclusion     

Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) claim that shocks to institutions can affect outcomes 

over prolonged periods of time. Yet they do not distinguish whether this impact is a 

direct effect of formal institutions’ persistence, or an indirect effect produced by 

institutional shocks on people’s psyche and culture. In other terms, is culture the source 

of long term persistence or are formal institutions? 

6  There is also a growing literature on persistence of cultures over shorter periods of time (see Algan and Cahuc (2010), 

Giuliano (2007), Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2006), Fernandez et al. (2004), Fisman and Miguel (2007),  and Tabellini 

(2010)).  
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We try to disentangle the two by looking at an institutional change whose formal 

institutions are long gone. We document that Italian towns that, during the Middle 

Ages, were free city-states exhibit higher levels of civic capital today. 

Having identified a long term persistence that cannot be attributed to institutional 

survival, we try to uncover the mechanism that generates this persistence. Based on 

Banfield (1958), we conjecture that the sense of self-efficacy is the cultural trait fostered 

by the free city-state experience. Consistent with this conjecture, we find that pupils of 

free city-states exhibit a higher self-efficacy score than pupils of similar towns within 

the North of Italy who did not share the same historical experience. 

While far from definitive, this evidence opens an interesting area of research: linking 

a nation’s psyche to important historical events. An event affects the attitudes of its 

contemporaries and these attitudes shape a culture, which is transmitted through the 

centuries, via education and socialisation. Future research will have to determine the 

extent and the importance of this new channel in explaining the success of nations 

around the world. At the moment we can only say that it seemed to have played a role 

in Italy. 
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10 Trade, political institutions and 
legal Innovation: The birth of the 
corporation in Amsterdam
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The corporate form is possibly the most important legal innovation of the past few 

centuries. It has radically transformed the way business is conducted. Yet, many 

economists and legal scholars tend to view the corporation as a (mere) multilateral 

contractual arrangement among a series of stakeholders – managers, capital providers, 

workers (Jensen and Meckling 1976, Easterbrook and Fischel 1991). 

Recent research suggests that this view is too simple. In many circumstances a 

multilateral contracting approach would open the door to unsolvable free-rider 

problems. Hansmann and Kraakman (2000) and Hansmann et al. (2006) have shown 

that law has a crucial role in allocating rights over assets among owners, creditors and 

third parties. Looking at business organisations as a bundle of property rights resonates 

well with the theory of the firm developed by Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and 

Moore (1990). Property rights are not contractual arrangements, but rather they assign 

control in uncontracted contingencies. Since property rights are sanctioned by the state, 

this approach gives the law a crucial role in completing the description of how decisions 

are taken and conflicts resolved.

The corporate form provides businesses with a number of crucial characteristics of 

great importance in supporting coordination, long term investment and thus economic 

development. Corporations are ‘legal entities’, endowed with their own capital, 

which enter into contracts with other parties through the activities of human agents.  
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Essential to the corporate form is the possibility for an agent (a human actor) to commit 

his, or her, principal (the corporation) in a legally enforceable way, as well as a clear 

distinction between the assets of the agent, the assets of the corporation and the assets 

belonging to the corporations’ providers of capital. Creditors of the corporation cannot 

seize the assets of the agent (because the agent does not contract obligations when he 

or she acts for the corporation), nor the assets of the shareholders (limited liability). 

Similarly, the creditors of the agent cannot seize corporate assets (because the agent 

does not acquire rights when he or she acts for the corporation) and, also similarly, the 

creditors of the shareholders cannot seize the assets of the corporation (entity shielding). 

Finally, shareholders cannot withdraw their capital at will. The only way to exit is the 

sale of shares, though this right is not inherent to shareholdings but needs to be granted 

in the corporate charter.

All of these elements are essential to ensure that the corporation can operate as an 

entity with indefinite and independent life-span, capable of committing to long-term 

investment and entering into contracts with third parties. Each and every one may be 

seen as a property right owned by the corporation, not by its shareholders (though 

collectively they own the corporation, and may alter its charter).

When did these elements emerge? History suggests that it took a long time for the law to 

produce the necessary legal innovations, and it also clarifies the essential role played by 

the law.  Roman law, the blueprint for modern private and business law, did not provide 

for the corporate form of private businesses, which created many obstacles to the 

delegation and separation of obligations. To create an imperfect functional equivalent 

to a modern business entity, owners had to rely on special legal constructions based on 

‘status’. In research co-authored with Barbara Abatino (Abatino et al. 2011), we have 

shown that buying a slave (which was ‘property’) could solve most of the problems that 

we address above (with one important exception). Several investors could jointly own a 

slave. The slave could be endowed with assets that became separate from the personal 

assets of the owners.

Roman law did not admit the notion of agency, so that free business agents could 

not legally act for their principals and hence any right or obligation accrued to the 

agent, rather than to the principal; a very impractical way of conducting business.  
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Slaves, however, were different. Since the slave was not a person under the law, he 

could not acquire rights or enter into enforceable contracts in his own name and the law 

developed to recognise the masters’ rights and obligations in this case. Moreover, the 

masters would only have limited liability for the assets initially assigned to the slave, a 

very modern feature. 

Crucially, however, assets given to a slave could be withdrawn at will, making business 

associations extremely unstable and dependent upon the continuous will of all the equity 

holders. This structure was well suited for small businesses but could not sustain large, 

long-term investments. The importance of the commitment of capital for these types 

of investments has been emphasised by Blair (2003) and Lamoreaux and Rosenthal 

(2006).

In a joint effort with Oscar Gelderblom and Joost Jonker (Dari-Mattiacci et al. 2017), 

we traced the development of the fundamental elements of the corporate form forward 

in time, starting from the Roman period, explained their effects on long-term investment 

and identified their political-economy determinants. We summarise our findings in the 

remainder of this chapter.

After the decline of chattel slavery in Europe, the limitations of the Roman law became 

apparent. A partnership was simply a private contract among individuals to share profits 

and losses, and did not provide for agency, the definition of claims on personal versus 

business assets, a locked-in capital, or the possibility of exiting by selling the shares to 

another investor. It took several centuries to overcome these limitations. Without these 

legal innovations, economic activity based on large-scale, long-term investment could 

not be supported. Since this evolution casts a long shadow on economic development, 

it is important to map its emergence.

In the Middle Ages, firms remained strictly personal, creating restrictions of 

transferability and unlimited personal liability. It has been recognised that businesses in 

medieval Italy developed entity shielding, so that personal creditors of the owners could 

not seize the company assets. Parallel, commercial courts recognised the responsibility 

of the company for acts of its agents, establishing agency.  Yet, it was the onset of 

colonial trade that exposed the limitations of this system and spurred the crucial 

development of the corporate form.
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Trade with Asia required massive capital investments that could be sustained only 

if capital was collected from a large base and had a long-term horizon. The lack of 

legally enforceable ways to commit one’s capital – partnerships and co-ownerships 

were private, voluntary arrangements – meant that the standard way of financing trade, 

until the end of the 16th century, was per voyage. At the return of the fleet, assets would 

be liquidated and profits shared, and traders would individually decide whether to 

finance a new voyage or not. The chartering of the East India Company (EIC) by Queen 

Elizabeth in London in 1600 did not do anything to change things. The EIC was an 

umbrella outfit, covering individually financed voyages.

It was the Dutch East India Company (VOC), chartered in 1602 in Amsterdam, that 

produced the missing legal innovation. The EIC and VOC charters were very similar in 

scope – for instance, both gave the company a national monopoly on trade with Asia 

and the shares in both companies were formally tradable – but they differed along a 

crucial dimension. The 1602 VOC charter provided for a medium-term (10-year) lock-

in of capital. This meant that assets did not have to be liquidated when the first ships 

returned, and profits could be reinvested in subsequent voyages and, most importantly, 

in long-term strategic assets in Asia, such as an Asian fleet, ports and forts. In 1612, 

the Estates General recognised the perils of abiding by the deadline and extended the 

maturity of capital indefinitely, making the VOC the first trading company to have 

permanent capital. The EIC kept running on short- and medium-term capital until 1657.

Figure 1.  Capital structure of the VOC and the EIC

Short-term capital Medium-term capital 

1657 

Permanent capital 

1602 

1600 

1612 

1613 1628 1631 

VOC 

EIC 

Source: Dari-Mattiacci et al. (2017)

The comparison between the VOC and the EIC capital structures (see Figure 1) raises 

two questions. How important was long-term capital for the two companies? Why did 

the EIC – or a company elsewhere in the world – not move to permanent capital earlier 

and why did the EIC do so in 1657?
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To address the first question, we looked for proxies for long-term investment in the 

two companies. The composition of the fleets provides a comparable measure. Trading 

fleets travelled back and forth, from Europe to Asia, carrying merchandise, people and 

money. Voyages took several months. The Asian fleet was instead stationed in Asia and 

provided two services: it secured the area and operated an inter-Asian trade. Having 

a larger Asian fleet cemented a company’s position in Asia, guaranteeing access to 

local markets and reducing piracy. At the same time, rid of the need to operate local 

services, the trading fleets could more readily return to Europe. The VOC had a larger 

Asian fleet (Figure 2) and operated faster trading fleets than the EIC (Figure 3). This 

indicates that permanent capital allowed the company to make long-term investments 

more effectively.

Figure 2.  The number of ships in the Asian fleet 1600-1700

 Source: Dari-Mattiacci et al. (2017)

Was this strategy beneficial? The data unambiguously shows a Dutch dominance in 

Asian trade over the period considered. The Dutch outperformed the English – and 

all other European powers – in all measurable outcomes (see Figure 4 for one such 

measure). Moreover, having locked-in their capital, shareholders in the VOC could only 

exit through selling their shares, which spurred the development of a vibrant stock 

market.
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Figure 3.  Average duration of return voyages 1600-1640 (years)

source: Dari-Mattiacci et al. (2017) 

Figure 4. The number of ships sent from Europe to Asia, 1600-1690

Source: Dari-Mattiacci et al. (2017)
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So, why did the English not ‘copy’ the Dutch capital-commitment clause in their 

charter? Communication between the two companies was intense and the historical 

evidence shows that the English saw the Dutch as a role model. After all, it was only 

a matter of stating in the charter that capital could not be withdrawn. Why wouldn’t a 

trader demand – or accept – such a change?

The Dutch Republic was a relatively small country, run by a merchant elite, which 

had resisted an abusive foreign ruler, Philip II, and declared its independence. Political 

decisions were in the hands of traders. In contrast, England under Elizabeth and her 

direct successors was a relatively strong monarchy with little parliamentary oversight. 

By not committing their capital for the long term, traders were trying to limit their 

exposure to the monarch’s possible and, as we document, actual attempts to funnel 

money out of the company in a variety of ways, including by chartering competing 

companies and extracting payments at each charter renewal. Withdrawal at will gave 

individual traders a veto power on continuation and protected them from the most 

outrageous forms of expropriation. Similarly, the EIC charter gave shareholders more 

voice – through, for instance, regular meetings and the right to receive information – 

than the VOC charter did, underscoring the traders’ distrust of the ruling elite.

In line with North and Weingast (1999), we find that the situation in England changed 

with the Civil War in the middle of the 17th century. As the king’s power to raise 

taxes and wage war was limited by parliamentary oversight, the company moved to 

permanent capital in 1657. The change crystalised into a new constitutional order, after 

the Glorious Revolution of 1688. Jha (2015) shows that the political change and the EIC 

transformation went hand in hand, with shareholdership in the EIC affecting positively 

political support for parliamentary rule.

Yet, change came too late. While the EIC performance started to improve after 

permanent capital was introduced, the performance of the VOC remained superior for 

two centuries. While Kuran (2011) has documented the importance of (the absence of) 

the corporate form for development in the middle east, more research is needed to shed 

light on the effects that developing it had on the Dutch advantage in the 17th century, in 

terms of long-term effects on financial markets, democratic participation, culture and 

the economy.
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What causes some people to engage in hate crime, while others remain aloof? Scholars 

have examined the role of ignorance and political incentives in forming groups 

dominated by hatred (Glaeser 2005). What has remained underexplored is the extent to 

which cultural transmission predisposes people to hate others, in a fashion similar to 

that of their ancestors. 

In order to explore this question in the case of German anti-Semitism we exploit 

regional variation in anti-Semitism during two critical junctures, 600 years apart. In the 

Middle Ages, the Black Death was blamed on the Jews and this exogenously lowered 

the threshold for violence, resulting in a wave of systematic mass-murder. Similarly, 

after World War I, growing anti-Semitism made the persecution of German Jews more 

likely. Again, this created persecution on a wide scale – both before and after 1933. 

Crucially, while frequent violence and examples of extreme Jew-hatred were common 

to both these occasions, they did not occur in all localities. We document that towns and 

cities that persecuted their Jews in the Middle Ages were also much more likely to show 

signs of anti-Semitism in the 1920s and 1930s.

We also examine the persistence of attitudes until the present day. Using data from the 

German general social survey, we show that regional patterns of hatred persisted even 

across the chasm of 1945 – albeit at a much lower level. Finally, we explore the extent 

to which attitudes could be modified and amplified by schooling and indoctrination.
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The burning of Jews during the Middle Ages

When the Black Death struck in Europe, it caused a demographic catastrophe without 

precedent. Between 30 and 70 percent of the population died. No disease had spread 

this quickly, or caused such a massive number of deaths, within living memory. As 

populations searched for an explanation for this sudden epidemic, their attention turned 

to the Jews. After one tortured Jew ‘confessed’ to poisoning the wells in cities across 

Europe, including Venice and Toledo, pogroms occurred in many towns in Northern 

Europe. Switzerland, Northern France, Germany, and the Low Countries witnessed 

attacks, often before the Black Death reached them (Cohn 2007). The case of Basle is 

paradigmatic: On January 9, 1349, approximately 600 Jews were gathered in a wooden 

house, specially constructed for the purpose on an island in the river Rhine. There 

they were burned. Contemporary chronicles recorded the events, and in some of them, 

elaborate wood-prints depict them in graphic detail (Figure 1).

Figure 1:  The burning of the Jews during the Black Death 

Source: Liber Chronicarum, 1493
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At the same time, not all towns with Jewish communities attacked them. Out of 293 

towns with confirmed Jewish settlements in the 14th century, 214 recorded pogroms 

(73%), while 79 did not. The exact reasons for the absence of attacks on Jews are 

unknown. What is clear, however, is that in some towns, the city authorities or the 

local prince opposed the burning of the Jews. Nonetheless, where local feelings of anti-

Semitism ran particularly high, efforts to save the Jews failed (Foa 2000). 

Anti-Semitism in interwar Germany

Long before the rise of the Nazi Party, anti-Semitism had mass support in Germany. 

Anti-Semitic agitation became stronger in Germany after unification, in 1871. A 

petition in 1881, signed by over 200,000 people, urged the government to restrict the 

immigration of Jews, and to limit their occupational choices. Also, anti-Semitic parties 

gained seats in parliament. And yet, after 1900, anti-Semitism declined, and the parties 

favouring it all but vanished. What created the conditions for its revival was World War I.  

The revolution that followed it saw several Jews, such as Rosa Luxemburg, take leading 

roles; the armistice that ended it was signed by Matthias Erzberger, a pacifist Jew. Many 

Germans blamed the lost war on Jews. 

During the tumultuous early years of the Weimar Republic, several anti-Semitic parties 

were founded; some achieved a certain degree of electoral success. There was also a 

wave of hate speeches, desecrations of graveyards, and violent attacks on Jews. In some 

resorts, as early as the 1920s, Jews were declared ‘unwelcome’. We collect data on 

pogroms of the 1920s from an encyclopedia of Jewish life in Germany (Alicke 2008), 

and use these pogroms as our first indicator for the strength of anti-Semitic sentiment 

(Voigtländer and Voth 2012 ). Table 1 shows how their frequency stacks up, depending 

on whether a locality had witnessed attacks in the 14th century:
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Table 1.  Pogroms in 1349 and the 1920s

Pogrom in 1349

Po
gr

om
s 

in
 1

92
0s No Yes Total

No
78 196 274

(98.7%) (91.6%) (93.5%)

Yes
1 18 19

(1.3%) (8.4%) (6.5%)

Total 79 214 293

Source: Voigtländer and Voth (2012)

Of the 19 pogroms recorded, fully 18 took place in towns and cities with a record of 

medieval violence against Jews. The chances of attacks on Jews went up from 1/79 

(1.3%) in locations without attacks in the 14th century to 18/214 (8.4%), an increase 

by a factor of 6.

Other indicators point in the same direction. We use the Nazi Party’s performance at the 

polls in 1928 as an alternative indicator. This is the last election before the party became 

a mass-movement, attracting many protest voters – anti-Semitism was a relatively 

more important factor behind the Nazi Party’s appeal in the 1920s than in later years 

(Heilbronner 2004). While the overall share of the Nazi Party vote in our sample was 

not high in 1928 (2.6% nationwide, and 3.3% in our sample), we find that in places with 

a history of Jew-burning, the Nazi Party received 1.5 times as many votes as in places 

without. Figure 2 shows that support for the Nazi Party was dispersed across Germany, 

meaning that our results are not driven by local pockets of radical beliefs. 

Letters to Der Stürmer, a famously anti-Semitic Nazi paper, tell a similar story. Many 

of these urge more drastic action against Jews, denounce neighbours still in contact 

with Jews, etc. We hand-collected the location of each writer of a letter to the editors, 

published in 1935, 1936 and 1937. After adjusting for differences in population size, 

there is a clear, strong association with Black Death attacks on Jews.
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Figure 2.  Votes for the Nazi Party, 1928

 

Source: Voigtländer and Voth (2012)

Similar effects exist for the number of Jews deported after 1939, which in our view 

reflects at least in part the energy of local party officials in finding those in hiding, and 

the strictness with which racial criteria were applied, appeals for exceptions turned 

down, etc. (Figure 3). Finally, we also find that towns and cities where Jews were 

murdered in 1348-50 saw more attacks on synagogues in 1938, during the so-called 

Night of Broken Glass. In combination, there is a consistent pattern of association 

across all five indicators of anti-Semitism between attitudes and actions in the 1920s 

and 1930s on the one hand, and Black Death pogroms on the other.
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Figure 3:  Frequency of deportations of Jews, in locations with and without pogroms 

during the Black Death in 1348-50
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How hatred fades away
It is striking that medieval pogroms predict anti-Semitic acts and attitudes some 600 

years later. How can racial hatred persist over centuries? The question is all the more 

puzzling since Jews largely vanished from Germany after the 15th century, and only 

returned in large numbers in the 19th. 

We examine two particular channels that affected the persistence of anti-Semitism. First, 

we look at cities that grew quickly during the 19th century. Rapid population growth 

may undermine long-term transmission of attitudes, by diluting the pool of people who 

hold a particular view. The faster the population growth – heavily concentrated in the 

industrialising cities – the lower the transmission was. Quickly growing cities were not 

necessarily ‘nicer’ in the Middle Ages, or in the interwar years. What is different about 

them is that medieval pogroms predict anti-Semitism in the interwar years to a lower 

extent than elsewhere.
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Second, we examine the interplay of a city’s economic function and long-term 

transmission. Montesquieu famously argued that trade made for civility, and Steven 

Pinker has recently argued that the “better angels of our nature” – motivators for the 

long-term decline in interpersonal violence – are partly driven by commercial interest. 

We find that two types of cities, the Hanseatic trading cities of the North and the trade-

oriented Southern German cities, showed much lower long-term transmission. This 

seems to suggest that, where financial self-interest is at variance with a hate-fuelled 

view of the world, persistence can be systematically lower. In other words, one of the 

reasons why persistence in the less trade-oriented towns and cities may have been high 

is that there was no trade-off between parents equipping their children for success in 

life, and the transmission of anti-Semitic views. In addition, people in trading cities 

may have had more frequent personal dealings with Jews and other foreigners, which 

may have enhanced tolerance overall.

Persistence after 1945 

How much of the deep roots of anti-Semitism is still visible in modern-day data? To 

answer this question, we look at the German social survey (Voigtländer and Voth 2015). 

We first show that there is persistence, even across the chasm of 1945. 

The German Social Survey (ALLBUS) asked individuals in 1996 and 2006 about their 

attitudes towards Jews. It included questions such as “Are Jews trying to exploit their 

victim status for financial gain?”. Table 2 provides an overview.

The entries in this table we aggregate into an overall score of anti-Semitic beliefs, by 

looking both at averages as well as the share of extremists (i.e., those answering 5 or 

higher on a scale from 1 to 7). 

Interestingly, there is also substantial regional variation. As Figure 4 shows, some 

regions in Germany are much more anti-Jewish than others. On average, 17% of 

Germans answer with strongly anti-Semitic views to the question “Do you think that 

Jews partly brought persecution in the 20th century on themselves?” However, in some 

areas the share is more than twice as high, reaching 38% in the most extreme case.
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Table 2:  Attitudes towards Jews in Germany, 1996/2006

least anti-Semitic most anti-Semitic

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Do Jews have too much 
influence in the world?

30.4 12.5 10.3 19.7 10.5 7.5 9.2

Jews are responsible for their 
own persecution

44.4 14.7 7.5 16.3 7.5 4 5.5

Jews should have equal rights 36.5 13.4 10.6 18 8 6.2 7.3

I feel ashamed about German 
crimes against Jews

52.5 15.4 9.7 9.3 4.1 3.2 5.8

Jews exploit their victim status 
for their own advantage

14.6 11 8.8 20.1 13.2 12.2 20.3

How do you feel about a Jew 
marrying into your family?

8.5 8.1 8.8 49 8.9 6.6 10.2

How would you feel about 
having a Jewish neighbour?

13.6 12.7 11.4 50.4 4.7 3.4 3.7

The table summarises attitudes towards Jews in Germany, as reflected in seven consistent questions in two waves of the 
ALLBUS survey in 1996 and 2006. The table gives the share of respondents in each category, where all answers were ordered 
so that 1=least anti-Semitic and 7=most anti-Semitic. Rows sum to 100%. 

Source: Voigtländer and Voth (2015)

While some of the variation can be explained by medieval pogroms, overlap between 

the sample of medieval cities with Jews on the one hand, and survey locations for 

ALLBUS, on the other, is limited. While we find a positive relationship, it is hard 

to detect statistically significant patterns. To examine persistence, we look at voting 

patterns for anti-Semitic parties during the Imperial period in Germany.

We find a good deal of persistence to the present (Figure 5). Places in the lowest tercile 

of anti-Semitic votes in the period 1890-1912 show both lower average anti-Semitism 

today as well as markedly lower share of extremists than those in the highest tercile. 

Arguably, the results for extremists are the most striking. Going from the lowest to 

the highest tercile in terms of historical anti-Semitism is associated with more than a 

doubling of the share of extremists. 
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Figure 4.  Distribution of Extreme Anti-Semitic Views

 

Notes: The figure shows responses to the question “Do you think that Jews partly brought persecution in the 20th century 
on themselves?” Answers range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). We map the share of the population giving 
a score of 5, 6, or 7. 

Source: Allbus 1996 and 2006.

The effects of Nazi schooling

Next, we examine how the extent of long-term transmission was modified by Nazi 

indoctrination – through schools, the Hitler Youth, and propaganda. We show that it 

permanently increased the level of anti-Semitism among Germans born in the 1920s 

and 1930s. These effects are still visible in attitudes recorded more than half a century 

later, but the magnitude of the effect depends on pre-existing attitudes amongst parents 

and grandparents.
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Figure 5.   Contemporaneous, individual-level, anti-Semitic attitudes and historic 

voting patterns.
 
Broad Anti-Semitism Today Committed Anti-Semitism Today 

A  B  
 

 
Broad Anti-Semitism Today Committed Anti-Semitism Today 

A  B  
 

Notes: (A) shows the average of our broad anti-Semitism measure (on a scale from 1-7, with 7 the most anti-Semitic); (B) 
shows the share of committed anti-Semites (individuals answering 5 or higher on three specific Jew-related questions). Data 
is grouped into terciles based on electoral support for anti-Semitic parties in the period 1890-1912. Overall, the two figures 
show that modern-day anti-Semitism is consistently and significantly greater in areas with higher levels of historical electoral 
support for anti-Jewish parties.

Source: Voigtländer and Voth (2015)

Figure 6 shows the share of extremists – Germans who answered 6 or more on a scale 

from 1 to 7 for three Jew-specific questions. In the cohorts born after 1950, the share 

of extremists thus defined is around 3%. For those born in the 1930s, the proportion is 

fully three times higher – close to 10%. The effects of indoctrination are not confined 

to extremists. In general, we find that levels of anti-Semitism are much higher for those 

born in the 1920s and 1930s – average negativity towards Jews is markedly higher in 

these cohorts. 

Where was exposure of young minds to Nazi schooling particularly corrosive? To 

examine factors that may have amplified or dampened the effects of indoctrination, 

we look at the voting results for anti-Semitic parties from the late Imperial period. 

Where they proved popular, people born in the 1920s and 1930s are markedly more 

anti-Semitic, right up to today – and, importantly, the higher the level of historical anti-

Semitism, the greater the increase of Jew-hatred during the Nazi period. This suggests 

that indoctrination was at its most effective where it could build on a basis of pre-

existing prejudice. Conversely, in areas where people were not visibly anti-Semitic in 

1890-1912, Nazi schooling created much less of a surge in anti-Jewish beliefs. 
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Figure 6.   Share of committed anti-Semites by birth decade.

 

Notes:  The figure shows the proportion of respondents who answer with 6 or more (on a scale of 7) on each of three Jew-
specific questions asked in ALLBUS: “Do Jews have too much influence in the world?,” “Are Jews partly responsible for 
their own persecution?,” and “Are Jews trying to exploit their victim status for financial gain?”

Source: Voigtländer and Voth (2015)

Nazi indoctrination proved extraordinarily powerful. In contrast to studies using small-

scale interventions, subjecting an entire population to the full power of a totalitarian 

state was extremely effective. As one member of the Hitler Youth recalled (Heck 1988): 

“We who were born into Nazism never had a chance unless our parents were brave 

enough to resist the tide and transmit their opposition to their children. There were few 

of those”. At the same time, as our evidence shows – and the quote suggests – family 

and the social environment can isolate young minds from the effects of indoctrination 

at least to some extent. 

Summary

Our findings reinforce recent research in economics that documents just how 

persistent culture is. Raquel Fernandez and Alessandra Fogli (2009) show 

that the fertility of the children of immigrants to America is still influenced 

by social norms in the home countries from which their parents came;  
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Nathan Nunn and Leonard Wantchekon (2009) argue that areas in Africa affected by 

the slave trade in the 19th century still show lower levels of trust; and Saumitra Jha 

(2013) found that Indian cities with a history of peaceful coexistence between Muslims 

and Hindus had lower levels of inter-ethnic violence in the recent past. In this context, 

our findings are striking because they concern anti-Semitism, a trait without any direct 

economic benefit (and probably some harmful economic consequences over the long 

run), and because we document persistence over a much longer time horizon than other 

studies. 
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he persecution and mass murder of Jews by the Nazis during World War II had a long-

lasting effect on the economic and political development of the societies left behind: 

Russian cities that experienced the Holocaust most intensely have grown less, and both 

cities and administrative districts (oblasts) where the Holocaust had the largest impact 

have worse economic and political outcomes since the collapse of the Soviet Union. 

The mass-murder of as many as six million Jews in the Holocaust during the Second 

World War was a major cataclysmic event for Europe, Russia, and the World. 

Nevertheless, it appears that the quantitative consequences of the Holocaust for long-

run economic and political development in the societies left behind have not previously 

been examined.

Figure 1 shows a simple way of quantifying the effect of the Holocaust on the 

population growth of Russian cities.1 The vertical axis plots population growth over 

the 50-year period between 1939 (the year World War II began) and 1989 (the year 

of the last Soviet census). The horizontal axis plots a simple measure for the severity 

of the Holocaust in each city: the pre-war fraction of the population of Jewish origin 

interacted with information on which areas were under German occupation during the 

Second World War. Cities furthest to the right are thus the ones most affected by the 

Holocaust according to this measure. 

1  By Russia we henceforth mean the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic and not the other Republics such as the 

Kazakh S.S.R., the Uzbek S.S.R., etc.
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The scatterplot shows a negative and statistically highly significant association: an 

occupied city with a 1% share of Jewish population in 1939 is 7.7% smaller in 1989 

than it would otherwise be. 

Because the share of the city population that is of Jewish origin is typically small (it is 

on average 2.01% for occupied cities and 0.45% for non-occupied cities), this sizeable 

effect cannot be accounted for by the direct effect of the Holocaust on the Jewish 

population, suggesting that it had a much more far-reaching impact on the economic 

development of the affected cities. In fact, when comparing our measure of the impact of 

the Holocaust with data for wages and elections, we find that cities where the Holocaust 

was more intense have voted in greater numbers for communist candidates since the 

collapse of the Soviet Union and have significantly lower average wages today. The 

severity of the Holocaust is thus also associated with lower economic performance 

and with different political outcomes, more than a half-century after the fact. We find 

similarly long-lasting effects when studying data for Russian oblasts (administrative 

regions similar to US counties), where the oblasts most affected by the holocaust have 

lower levels of per capita income, tended to exhibit greater vote shares for communist 

candidates during the 1990s, and higher support for preserving the Soviet Union in the 

referendum of 1991.

By its nature, our evidence is based on historical correlations and should thus be 

interpreted with caution. We cannot rule out the possibility that some omitted factor 

might be responsible for the statistical association between the severity of the Holocaust 

and the long-run economic, political and social development of Russian cities and 

oblasts. Nevertheless, the patterns are generally robust across different specifications. 

We also show that, prior to the Second World War, the economic performance of these 

areas did not exhibit differential trends.
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Figure 1.   Growth of Russian cities 1939-1989 and potential impact of the Holocaust
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We investigate two possible channels through which the Holocaust may have caused a 

divergent trend across Russian cities and oblasts: (1) its impact on social structure (the 

size of the middle class); and (2) its impact on educational attainment. There is a long 

tradition in social science linking social structure, in particular the presence of a large 

middle class, to political and economic development.2 Before the initiation of Operation 

Barbarossa on June 22, 1941, which led to the German occupation of extensive parts 

of Western Russia, Jews were heavily overrepresented in what we would typically 

consider to be middle class occupations. Over 67% of the Jews living in Russia held 

white collar jobs, while only about 15% of non-Jews had white-collar occupations (see 

Figure 2). Jews thus constituted a large share of the middle class. For example, in the 

occupied areas with the largest Jewish communities, 10% of white collar workers in the 

trade and health care sectors and 68% of all physicians were Jewish. After the invasion 

of the Soviet Union, the Nazis initiated the Holocaust and systematically persecuted 

and murdered the Jewish population of the territories they occupied. The Holocaust was 

therefore a major shock to the social structure of the invaded regions. We document a 

statistical association between the Holocaust and the size of the middle class after the 

war (in 1959) and more recently (in 1970, 1979 and 1989).

One complication with interpreting the channel between the Holocaust and 

contemporary outcomes is that, until the 1990s, the Soviet Union was a centrally 

planned economy. However, the presence of central planning does not rule out 

potential local economic and political effects. For example, the size of the middle class 

may have influenced economic and social development through political channels 

because the local bureaucracy and local party officials were typically recruited 

from the middle class. Removing a large part of the middle class may thus have 

tilted the local political equilibrium away from rewarding individuals for their hard 

work and may have had a detrimental effect on the local administration, deterring 

middle class people from other parts of the Soviet Union from settling in the area.  

2  Moore, Barrington (1966) viewed the size of the middle class as a key factor in promoting political development. Recent 

works emphasising this viewpoint include Huntington (1991), Norman and  Lipset  (1959). Acemoglu and Robinson 

(2006) propose a mechanism for the potential effects of the size of the middle class on political development.
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Such a process would explain why we find simultaneously a smaller middle class, 

higher support for the preservation of the Soviet Union, and lower GDP per capita in 

these areas after 1989. Alternatively, the initial shock to the size of the middle class may 

have propagated through central planning itself.3

Figure 2.
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Although the effect on the size of the middle class is a plausible catalyst for large 

adverse effects of the Holocaust over the long term, the evidence we are able to 

provide is again based on historical correlations. We thus exercise due caution in the 

interpretation of our results. An obvious challenge is that Russian society was subject 

to other large and persistent shocks throughout both the 1920s, 1930s, and during the 

postwar era. These include the Stalinist purges in the 1930s and the great famine that 

struck the countryside in 1932 and 1933, following the collectivisation of agriculture 

and the draconian grain-requisitioning policies.  

3  The existing consensus is that Soviet economic planning determined the allocation of resources in a highly history-

dependent manner (Roland 2000). Thus the post-war changes in the occupational, industrial, and educational mix of a 

city or an oblast could have plausibly affected what types of resources were allocated to that area in future plans, leading 

to an overall pattern of divergence triggered by post-war differences.
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Perhaps most importantly, the entire Soviet Union suffered a tremendous loss of life 

and hardship under German occupation.4 These shocks, terrible though they were, 

appear not to confound our results. The famine mostly devastated rural areas, but most 

Jews were in urban areas. The Stalinist purges also caused much damage for Russians 

and Jews, and may be confounding our results (though the purges before the Second 

World War were not specifically targeted at Jews, but at supposed opponents of the 

regime). As an attempt to separate the effects of the Holocaust from other potential 

long-run impacts of German occupation, we report both results that rely only on 

comparisons among cities occupied by the Nazis, and results from regressions that 

control for estimates of the total loss of life. These results are very similar to our 

baseline findings.

Finally, it is unclear how the economic interpretation of our findings would generalise 

beyond the Russian context. First, as noted above, central planning during the 

Communist era may have contributed to the persistent impact of the Holocaust on social 

structure. Second, the relationship between the size of the middle class and political and 

economic development may have been qualitatively different during the Communist era 

than in a market economy. 

Conclusion

Russian cities worst affected by the Holocaust experienced a persistent fall in the size 

of the local middle class, and suffer worse economic and political outcomes to the 

present-day. Overall, the pattern of historical correlations is consistent with possible 

adverse long-run economic and political effects of major shocks to social structure, and 

in particular the size of the middle class. 

Since the publication of our paper, a number of other studies have found evidence 

linking sociological factors to long-term economic growth, arguing that a society’s 

social structure and its network of relationships are a fundamental determinant of 

economic growth.5

4  The total loss of Russian life during the war is estimated to be about 26-27 million (Ellman and Maksudov 1994).

5  For surveys see Fuchs-Schündeln and Hassan (2015) and Chaney (2016)
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Culture affects economic outcomes in the long run (see, e.g., surveys by Fernandez 

2011 and Alesina and Giuliano 2015) and so does ethnic cleansing (see, e.g., Blatmann 

and Miguel 2010 for a survey). But, does ethnic animosity shape culture? Our research 

(Grosfeld et al. 2013) sheds light on this question by, first, documenting persistent effects 

of historical Jewish presence in Eastern Europe on political preferences, occupational 

choices, social capital, and attitudes towards market; and, second, showing that these 

legacies, at least in part, can be explained by the anti-Semitic culture that non-Jewish 

majorities developed in the face of economic and social rivalry with Jewish minorities 

in Eastern Europe before the Holocaust. What did this anti-Semitic culture entail? The 

answer to this question lies in understanding what Jews represented as a group in the 

eyes of non-Jews.

Historians documented that Jews performed distinct social and economic functions in the 

places where they were allowed to live in Eastern Europe. In contrast to the non-Jewish 

population, the vast majority of which were engaged in farming and unskilled work, 

Jews had predominantly white-collar occupations. They were traditionally involved in 

market and financial intermediary activities, such as trading and credit provision. The 

proportion of entrepreneurs and the self-employed among Jews was also much higher 

than among representatives of the non-Jewish population. Figure 1 illustrates that Jews 

were substantially over-represented in market intermediary professions, compared to 

their share in the population.
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Figure 1.  The share of Jews in the population and the share of Jews in intermediary 

professions in the areas where Jews were allowed to reside in the Russian 

Empire, Census 1897
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Overall, historians attribute to the Jews of 18th – 20th century Eastern Europe the 

role of being a driving force of market development and capitalism, in what was 

predominantly backward agrarian society. We argue that, at the time when Jews and 

non-Jews co-existed in Eastern Europe, because of the traditional occupations of Jews 

as market intermediaries, the non-Jewish population stigmatised such activities; and 

that this culture, which we call anti-market culture, persists to date and has first order 

implications for the political and economic choices of the population, in areas where 

Jews used to live.

Jewish presence in the Russian empire was confined to a special area called the Pale of 

Jewish Settlement; it covered a vast territory in the heart of Eastern Europe (see map 

in Figure 2).

Jews accounted for 37% of the urban population and 11% of the total population of the 

Pale of Jewish Settlement. The Pale was instituted at the end of the 18th century, after the 

Russian Empire acquired the vast territory of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, 

where Jews had been living since the 14th century. In order to keep Jews, alien to 

Orthodox Russia, away from the centre of the Empire, Catherine the Great made a list 

of western provinces (subsequently called the Pale), allowing Jewish residence only in 

urban settlements and only within these territories.
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Figure 2.  The map of the Pale of Jewish Settlement
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Historical sources point out that the Pale border within the Russian Empire was 

arbitrary. The border was also binding and enforced. Attempts by the Jews to migrate 

to the East, i.e., to areas outside the Pale in the Russian Empire, as a rule, resulted 

in expulsions. Figure 3 illustrates the sharp discontinuity in the share of Jews at the 

Pale border between large urban settlements (panel A) and counties (panel B) in close 

proximity to it. The horizontal axes show the distance to the Pale border (inside and 

outside the Pale) and the vertical axes show the average share of Jews. 
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Figure 3.  Discontinuity of historical Jewish presence at two sides of the border of 

the Pale of Jewish Settlement, 1897
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The Pale of Settlement defined the pattern of Jewish residency up to the Second World 

War. Formally, all restrictions on Jewish residence inside Russia were eliminated by 

the February revolution of 1917. However, the migration patterns did not eliminate the 

substantial discontinuity of Jewish share at the Pale border until the war. (A significant 

minority of Jews did move abroad and to large cities inside Russia, but migration 

just across the Pale border was insignificant). As a result of the Holocaust, Jews were 

removed from the urban areas inside the Pale, while leaving the social and ethnic 

structure of the population outside the Pale, but inside Russia, practically intact. After 

the war, the ethnic and religious composition of the population on the two sides of the 

border became indistinguishable, and therefore, any discontinuity at the Pale border 

today cannot be driven by the differences in the ethnic structure of the population and 

represent the causal long run legacy of the former presence of Jews on one side of the 

border of the Pale of Settlement.

Thus, we examine a discontinuity in contemporary outcomes on the two sides of 

the Pale border (Grosfeld et al. 2013), in urban areas, where Jews used to live inside 

the Pale, and rural areas, where Jews were not allowed to live on either side of the 

Pale border. Even though our analysis relies on cross-sectional geographic variation, 

which inherently leaves room for an omitted variable bias, we focus primarily on the 

estimation of a discontinuous jump at the Pale border, whose binding nature helps 

causal identification. 

We find that current urban residents of the Pale area (if compared to their counterparts 

outside the Pale, but inside the former Russian Empire) exhibit significantly higher 

aversion to markets and market reforms. In particular, they vote less for political parties 

with pro-market liberal ideology and more for anti-market parties with socialist or 

communist ideology, express lower support for the market, are less satisfied with the 

progress of market reforms during transition, and are less engaged in entrepreneurship. 

We illustrate contemporary discontinuities at the border of the Pale for the beliefs that 

market economy is a good economic system and for the level of entrepreneurial activity 

for urban residents in figures 4 and 5, respectively.  
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Figure 4.  Discontinuity of today’s preference toward markets at two sides of the 

border of the historical Pale of Jewish Settlement, Life in Transition 

Survey, 2006
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Figure 5.  Discontinuity of contemporary level of entrepreneurial activity at two sides 

of the border of the historical Pale of Jewish Settlement, Life in Transition 

Survey, 2006 
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At the same time, current urban residents inside the Pale exhibit higher levels of 

generalised trust, compared to urban residents outside the Pale, as illustrated in Figure 

6. This is particularly remarkable, as levels of generalised trust and entrepreneurship 

are usually positively correlated, but this relationship is reversed at the Pale border. 

Figure 6.  Discontinuity of contemporary generalised trust at two sides of the border 

of the historical Pale of Jewish Settlement, Life in Transition Survey, 2006 
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These basic results are robust across a wide range of specifications.1 

We repeat our regression-discontinuity analysis for rural areas and find no significant 

differences in any of the considered outcomes for rural residents, which is what one 

expects if the differences at the Pale border are driven by the former Jewish presence on 

one of its sides, as Jews were not allowed to live in rural areas on either side. 

1  We find no effect of the Pale border on such contemporary economic outcomes in urban areas as consumption, income, 

education, or unemployment. Similarly, in another study, which considers long-term effects of former borders of the 

partitions of Poland, we find that the differences in cultural attributes persist, but the differences in such economic 

outcomes, as consumption, income, or the level of education, do not persist over time (Grosfeld and Zhuravskaya 2015).
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The effects of the Pale border that we find could be due either to the presence of Jews 

inside the Pale before WWII, or to the inflow of new migrant population filling the 

space emptied by the disappearance of Jews after WWII. We test and reject the second 

hypothesis by showing that current residents of the areas that experienced a substantial 

renewal of the population, caused by a mass outmigration of non-Jews (i.e., Poles 

and Germans) after WWII, do not exhibit similar attitudes, political preferences, or 

occupational choices to those of the residents of the Pale. Therefore, we conclude that 

the anti-market sentiment, lower entrepreneurial activity and higher trust, in urban areas 

inside the Pale today, are related to the former presence of Jews in these areas. 

We next examine the mechanism behind the Pale effect. Jews and Gentiles inside the 

Pale’s urban areas were historically organised into two internally coherent communities, 

with different traditions, prohibitions, mythologies, languages, beliefs and values, and 

were engaged in little interaction beyond market transactions. The presence of Jews 

created a challenge for the non-Jewish population, as Jews were dominant in several 

important economic niches that the non-Jewish community aspired to control. This 

competition created demand for ethnic hatred (Glaeser 2005); indeed, the relationship 

between the two communities was dominated by animosity, often resulting in open 

outbursts culminating in pogroms. 

We hypothesise that this close co-existence with the Jews created pressure within the 

non-Jewish population inside the Pale to develop strong ties of loyalty in their community 

in response and in opposition to strong the ties within the Jewish community, which 

are part of traditional Jewish culture. This type of internal trust, limited to a close and 

homogenous group of people, belonging to the same community, is known as ‘bonding’ 

(rather than ‘bridging’) trust. Further, in the face of the rival group, the non-Jewish 

population developed values that are contrary to those associated with the Jewish 

group. Since Jews represented a liberal pro-market force, ethnic animosity contributed 

to the development of an anti-market culture among the non-Jewish population. The 

development of within-group trust and an anti-market culture amongst the non-Jewish 

population was a response to the challenge of co-existence with Jews and, therefore, 

non-Jews outside the Pale, despite having the same ethnic and religious background, 

were not subjected to similar social pressures. The differences in culture on two sides of 

the Pale border that we observe today, therefore, may be a consequence of the persistence 

of these cultural traits, developed during two centuries in the Russian Empire. 
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The bonding trust manifests itself in a higher percentage of people who trust others as 

the enemy group disappeared, while the anti-market culture manifests itself in political 

support for communist parties, opposition to market, and lower entrepreneurship inside 

the Pale.

This mechanism implies that anti-market culture and bonding trust should be more 

pronounced in places where ethnic animosity was stronger. Using data on the exact 

locations of the occurrence of pogroms in Eastern Europe in the 19th and early 20th 

century as a measure of ethnic animosity, we test and find empirical support for this 

prediction. In particular, we find that proximity to sites of pogroms is significantly 

positively related to anti-market sentiment and trust among the contemporary local 

population. Importantly, these results hold even when we only compare places with 

similar historical ethnic and religious composition, but different proximity to pogroms, 

which strongly suggests that the result are not driven by mere historical presence of 

Jews, but by the strength of animosity between Jews and non-Jews, as our suggested 

mechanism implies. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate these findings. 

Figure 7.  Ethnic animosity, measured by proximity to historical pogroms, predicts 

contemporary attitudes toward market 
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Figure 8.  Ethnic animosity, measured by proximity to historical pogroms, predicts 

contemporary generalised trust 
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Overall, our results show that former Jewish presence in Eastern Europe leaves an 

important cultural legacy. These results are related to the findings that former Jewish 

presence in Europe shaped financial institutions (Pascali 2016), and attitudes toward 

finance (D’Acunto et al. 2015), and that the Holocaust and expulsions of Jews 

affected the social structure of the population (Acemoglu et al. 2011) and human 

capital (Akbulut-Yuksel and Yuksel 2015).

The formation of anti-Jewish culture, in places where the two groups closely coexisted, 

speaks to the general issue of formation of group identity and its effects on economic and 

social outcomes (Akerlof and Kranton 2011). Our results show that the self-identification 

of one ethnic group and cohesion among its members may depend on coexistence with 

another (rival) group. This has important parallels to the phenomenon of the emergence 

of social stigma attached to ‘acting white’ among the US black population and to the 

political polarisation which is a consequence of racial fragmentation in the US South.
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Introduction

What determines political attitudes of citizens? Material interests, is the standard 

answer given by economists. Of course, the real world is more complex than that, and 

political attitudes also reflect ideology and culture. A large literature, including many 

contributions to this eBook series, presents convincing evidence that history leaves a 

lasting imprint on cultural traits, in many domains. It would not be surprising, therefore, 

if political attitudes were also shaped by specific past events in national histories.

The legacy of history on political attitudes is bound to be particularly important with 

regard to specific historical junctures, which happen when new parties are born and 

young generations form new political identities, breaking with the past. Wars, and in 

particular civil wars, are examples of such critical junctures (see Mayhew 2004 and 

Sundquist 2011). A democracy born out of a civil war inherits a legacy of polarisation 

and conflict that puts it in a very different starting position, when compared to one 

where political institutions evolved more gradually and peacefully.

In this chapter we summarise the main findings of Fontana et al. (2016). In that paper, 

we study the events towards the end of World War II, when Italy was devastated by the 

Nazi occupation and a ‘civil war’ that left about 200,000 Italian casualties, numbering 

partisans, fascists, civilians, and individuals who were deported to Germany and never 

came back (Pavone 1991 and Gentile 2015).  These events had a profound and lasting 

impact on Italian politics. They shaped the Italian Constitution, the party system, the 

identity of political leaders, and political traditions and narratives for several decades. 
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We explore the specific legacy of these events on election outcomes in the post-War 

era, and discuss possible channels of historical influence that operate through political 

attitudes of citizens and through party organisations. 

The Italian civil war and Nazi occupation during World War II

Between September 1943 and May 1945, Italy was a battleground between the Allies 

and the Germans. Italy itself was split, with resistance brigades fighting the Germans, 

and troops loyal to Mussolini helping them. The intensity of the war varied across Italy, 

since the Allies freed Southern and much of Central Italy almost immediately, while 

Northern-Central Italy remained under Nazi occupation for much longer. In particular, 

the battlefront between Germans and Allies remained stuck for about six months near 

the so called Gothic line, a line cutting Northern-Central Italy from West to East (the 

green line in Figure 1). In our paper we exploit this heterogeneity, to draw inferences 

about how the civil war and Nazi occupation influenced post-war political outcomes.

Our main empirical strategy compares municipalities just above and just below the 

Gothic line. The position of the line was determined by accidental military criteria, and 

municipalities close to but on opposite sides of the battlefront are very similar in most 

respects. The main difference between these municipalities is that those North of the 

line were exposed to a longer Nazi occupation and a longer civil war. Any difference 

in their post-war voting outcomes can thus be attributed to the longer duration of the 

foreign occupation and civil war. 

A longer Nazi occupation strengthened the Communist Party

Post-war election outcomes are indeed starkly different North versus South of the 

Gothic line. In municipalities just North of the line, where the Nazi occupation lasted 

longer, the extreme left (communist) party is on average much stronger: its vote-

share in the 1946 election for the Constitutional Assembly is about eight percentage 

points larger than that just South of the line (after conditioning on outcomes for the 

latest pre-war elections, held in the 1920s). Unconditional differences are even larger.  
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The communist gain, above the line, is mainly at the expense of the Catholic party 

(the Christian Democrats), although this finding is less robust, suggesting that the 

communists may also have gained votes from other moderate or centre-left parties. 

Figure 1 illustrates the difference between communist and Catholic vote shares in the 

area near the Gothic line in 1946, after conditioning on pre-war election outcomes in 

the 1920s. Darker red colours, indicating a stronger communist vote, are more frequent 

just North of the line, while the opposite is true for darker blue colours, indicating a 

stronger Catholic vote South of the line.  

Figure 1. Communist – Catholic vote share in 1946, conditional on election 

outcomes in the 1920s
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These differences are highly persistent and they last, in subsequent national 

elections, until the end of the First Republic, in the early 1990s. Figure 2 considers 

post-war elections from 1946 up to 1992, and plots the average differences (and 

95% confidence intervals) in vote shares between municipalities North and 

South of the Gothic line, after conditioning on absolute distance from the line.  
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Municipalities North of the line are also less likely to vote for the extreme right wing 

parties linked with Mussolini supporters, although this effect is smaller and occurs later 

in time. 

Figure 2. Differences in vote shares, North and South of the Gothic line, in post-war 

elections
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Note: The red line depicts the point estimates (blue lines are 95% confidence intervals) of the coefficient on a dummy 
variable for being above the Gothic line, in a local linear regression that also controls for absolute distance from the line, as 
in standard spatial regression discontinuity design. 

Possible mechanisms: partisan brigades and political 
organisations?

What mechanisms lie behind these large effects? One hypothesis, suggested in related 

work by Costalli and Ruggieri (2015), is that a longer Nazi occupation helped the 

communists (more than others) to build their party organisations. The Communist Party 

was much more active in the Resistance movement, compared to other political forces. 

Hence, where the Nazi occupation lasted longer, the Communist Party enjoyed a head 

start in building grass-root party organisations, since it could exploit its links to the 

partisan movement.
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The evidence does not support this hypothesis, however. First, the presence of active 

partisan brigades was balanced on both sides of the Gothic line – although, of course, 

partisan brigades remained active for longer North of the line.  Second, the effect of 

a longer duration for German occupation on the communist vote is not stronger in the 

areas of operations of the partisan brigades. In other words, the presence of partisan 

brigades does not seem to matter, for the votes gained by the Communist Party above, 

versus below, the line. Third, the extreme right-wing parties, that were obviously more 

free to organise themselves North of the line, did not benefit from this greater freedom, 

on the contrary they garnered more support South of the line (see Figure 2).

Possible mechanisms: Citizens’ attitudes and violence?

A second hypothesis is that a longer exposure to civil war and foreign occupation 

could directly affect voters’ political attitudes, making them more willing to side with 

political forces that opposed the enemy, namely the Communist Party. This mechanism 

is consistent with other studies which have shown that exposure to civil conflict 

reinforces group identification (Blattman 2009, Bellows and Miguel 2009, Canetti and 

Lindner 2015, Balcells 2011), or that emphasised the persistence of political and social 

attitudes over time and across generations (Acharya et al. 2013, Avdeenko and Siedler 

2016, Voigtlander and Voth 2012, Fouka and Voth 2013).

To assess the validity of this hypothesis, we collected data on the intensity of Nazi 

and Fascist violence against civilians and partisans, as well as on the location of two 

particularly violent German divisions, that left a ‘blood trail’ behind them. Contrary to 

our expectations, observed violence is not stronger North of the line. The reason is that 

several atrocities were also committed by German troops, while retreating behind the 

Gothic line.

Nevertheless, exploiting variation in the intensity of violence throughout Italy and 

not just around the Gothic line, we find that exposure to violence during WWII is 

robustly associated with a persistent increase in the communist vote-shares. The order 

of magnitude of the increase in the communist vote-share varies between one and 

three percentage points, depending on the proxy for violence and on the election years 

(throughout we control for several features of municipalities, such as the vote shares 

of different parties in the 1920s, population size, the share of illiterates, the region to 

which the municipality belongs and other features). 
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These correlations cannot be taken as entirely causal. It is possible that elite troops were 

deliberately sent into areas with stauncher Italian opposition and more local communist 

support, so potentially there could be some relevant omitted variables. According to 

the description by Gentile (2015), however, this does not seem likely. The location 

of these special divisions was generally driven by military or logistical concerns 

(the war against the Allies, or the need to rest and train new conscripts). Although 

not conclusive, therefore, these results support the idea that Nazi violence induced 

citizens to identify with radical political forces, willing to resist the enemy, namely the 

communists. Overall, the mechanism seems to operate through citizens’ attitudes rather 

than organisational (supply-side) advantages.

The Allies or the Germans?

The Gothic line separated the German troops from the Allies. There is thus another 

possible interpretation of our findings: that they reflect the presence of the Allies 

South of the line, rather than the longer German occupation and civil war North of the 

line. The Allies (and the US commands in particular) favoured the Catholics over the 

Communists. This bias could be reflected in the Allies’ propaganda or in their support 

for specific political organisations, thus affecting both the demand side and the supply 

side of Italian post-war politics.

To evaluate this interpretation, we exploit the heterogeneity in the composition and 

location of the Allied troops. US forces were located in the Western part of the Gothic 

line, while Commonwealth troops were located in the Eastern part. Arguably, the 

US commands were more concerned about post-war political outcomes than their 

Commonwealth counterparts (besides the British divisions, these included Canadian, 

South-African and Indian divisions).  Thus, the difference in voting outcomes between 

municipalities North and South of the line should be stronger in the Western part of the 

battlefront, where the US troops were located, than in the Eastern part. But the data do 

not display this pattern, particularly with respect to the communist vote, suggesting that 

we are really capturing an effect of the German occupation and of the civil war.
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Concluding remarks

The civil war and the Nazi occupation occurred at a critical historical juncture, just 

before the birth of a new democracy and the establishment of a new party system. 

For the first time in a generation, Italian citizens were choosing political affiliations 

and forming political identities. The traumatic events of the civil war and of the Nazi 

occupation shaped the newly born political system. Where the foreign occupation and 

the civil war lasted longer and were more intense, the radical left emerged as a much 

stronger political force. This effect was not just a temporary reaction to the war traumas, 

but persisted until the early nineties, leaving a legacy of left-wing political extremism 

in the Italian political system.

What accounts for these large and persistent effects? Although we don’t have a 

definitive answer, the historical evidence suggests that the mechanism operates through 

citizens’ attitudes. Exposure to a longer and more violent foreign occupation led voters 

to identify with the political force that stood up most forcefully against the enemy and 

that in the end won the civil war, namely the Communist Party. 

To further corroborate this interpretation, in November-December 2015 we conducted 

a random survey of about 2,500 individuals, resident in 242 municipalities within 50 

km of the Gothic line. Memories of the civil war are stronger North of the Gothic line 

and amongst individuals who have a left wing political orientation. There is also some 

weak evidence of slightly more anti-German attitudes North of the line. These findings 

too are suggestive that the mechanism underlying the reduced form effects operates 

through political attitudes and the memory of the Nazi occupation.
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15 The effect of Communism on 
attitudes and beliefs

Alberto Alesina and Nicola Fuchs- Schündeln
Harvard University, and CEPR; Goethe University, Frankfurt, and CEPR

In democracies, individual preferences determine policy choices. Or, alternatively, 

people may become used to certain policies – the status quo – and their preferences 

may adapt accordingly.  So, do different preferences across countries lead to different 

policies, or are different preferences, in fact, caused by different policies?  E.g., are 

European welfare systems more generous than the American one because Europeans 

have stronger preferences for redistribution, as documented by survey evidence, or did 

preferences simply adjust to the respective systems? Obviously the determination of 

what causes what, preferences determining policies or policies determining preferences, 

is not easy since the two move together. Alesina and Angeletos (2005) study how the 

interaction of the response of policies to preferences and the evolution of preferences 

generates two different equilibria for “Europe” and for the “USA”. 

The separation and then reunification of Germany offers a very interesting case study 

with which to address this issue. The separation of Germany at the end of the Second 

World War was clearly against the wishes of Germans, and the border was drawn as a 

result of the position of the Russian and Western armies at the end of the war. In fact, 

the two parts of Germany (which ended up being East and West) were quite similar, in 

terms of economic development, industrial structure, and political preferences, before 

the Second World War. The reunification of Germany in 1990 also occurred as a result 

of international policy development (the collapse of the Soviet Union), which had little 

to do with German domestic politics. Moreover, the reunification occurred very quickly 

and was unexpected. 

In other words, a randomly determined portion of Germans lived for sixty years 

in a communist regime, while the other portion lived in a liberal democracy.   
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The separation and then reunification of Germany were two events which can be 

taken as exogenous relative to the preferences and characteristics of Germans living 

in East and West after the war. In the communist regime of East Germany, the state 

played a leading role in determining the individual financial situation and taking care 

of financially vulnerable groups, while, in the liberal democracy of West Germany, the 

role of the state was much smaller.

Alesina and Fuchs-Schündeln (2007) examine whether the differing experiences of 

living in the East and the West have generated different views about the role of the state. 

They use data from the German Socioeconomic Panel, a longitudinal survey of private 

households, which consists of 11,400 observations for the West and 7,000 for the East 

(taken in the years 1997 and 2002). The main focus is on questions that ask about 

preferences for the role of the state in different areas of social security. Answers, on a 

scale from 1 to 5, refer to preferences regarding financial support by the government in 

different circumstances (namely, during unemployment, when sick, for families, when 

old, and when requiring care). The explanatory variable is a dummy that takes the value 

equal to one if the respondent lived in East Germany before reunification, no matter 

what the current place of residence. Other controls include personal characteristics like 

age, gender, marital status, labour-force status, income from various sources, education, 

occupation of the respondent, and household size. These controls account for personal 

motives for being in favour of or against state support, depending on how likely one is 

to receive it. In 1997 and 2002, the average per capita income in the East was roughly 

80% of that in the West  and the unemployment rate twice as high, thus controlling for 

these differences is very important.

The basic specifications measure the effect of being from the East. East Germans are 

significantly more likely to have preferences that are in favour of the state provision of 

financial security in all domains. The result is robust to the inclusion of wealth controls 

and shows a tendency towards convergence (the gap between West and East in 2002 is 

smaller with respect to 1997). Being from the East increases the probability of favouring 

state intervention by between 14.5 and 17 percentage points in 1997, compared 

to being from the West. Between 1997 and 2002, the probability of favouring state 

intervention declines, for an East German, by between 2.3 and 6.9 percentage points. 
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Moreover, assuming a strict linearity of convergence, it can be estimated that attaining 

full uniformity among the two groups would require a minimum of 11 years and a 

maximum of 35 years, depending on the specification.  When the age of respondents is 

taken into consideration, results show that increasing age tends to make West Germans 

less pro-government, whilst older East Germans are more pro-government than younger 

ones. This is consistent with the fact that older East Germans have lived longer under 

communism, and their preferences have thus been affected more by this experience. It 

is also consistent with the view that older individuals are more attached to the status 

quo and are more loss-averse, since they have less time left to enjoy the benefit of a 

change, relative to the costs of losing what they were used to, as shown in Alesina and 

Passarelli (2015).  Restricting the sample to individuals who responded both in 1997 

and 2002 allows a disentangling of the ‘change of preferences’ effect from the ‘cohort’ 

effect. Results lead to the conclusion that around two-thirds of the observed East-West 

convergence in preferences arises from actual convergence of individual preferences, 

while around one-third arises from changes in the cohort composition over time.

After reunification, East German states received substantial transfers from the West. So, 

the greater support for state intervention from Easterners may simply be due to the fact 

that they were poorer and therefore benefitted more from the state.  Controlling for, in 

addition to individual government transfers, transfers to the region of residence, has the 

effect of reducing by roughly one-fourth the impact of the East German dummy. This is 

consistent with the view that state intervention is preferred among those who are more 

likely to benefit from it (e.g. East Germans, poorer on average). Thus, about 75% of the 

difference in preferences over state intervention cannot be attributed simply to the fact 

that East Germans were poorer. They are rather attributed to the long-lasting effect of 

living under a socialist regime on individual preferences. Moreover, data provided by 

means of surveys is consistent with the evidence of voting behaviour in East and West 

over the observation period (1998 and 2002), with the furthest left of the major parties 

receiving 20% of the votes in the East and only 1-2% in the West. 

In summary, the work provides evidence that individual preferences are deeply shaped 

by the political regime in which people live. 
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The separation and reunification of Germany has also been examined by others, using 

similar data to address the effect of living under different systems on individual preferences. 

For instance, Boenisch and Schneider (2013) measure the impact of Communism on 

attitudes toward spatial mobility. They conclude that totalitarian regimes in general, and 

communist ones in particular, induce a social capital mix that discourages geographic 

mobility and encourages strong ties and informal social network structures.

Another example of the use of German unification as a natural experiment is found in Kuhn 

(2013), where the author analyses differences in inequality perceptions, distributional 

norms, and redistributive preferences between East and West Germany. He concludes that 

living under a socialist regime did not substantially influence individuals’ fundamental 

distributional norms, but it had a significant effect on people’s belief that it is the state’s 

responsibility to intervene if existing wage differentials are judged to be too large.

Using a similar strategy, Heineck and Süssmuth (2013) show that East Germans reveal a 

lower level of social trust and cooperation, slowing economic convergence with the West 

German states. They also claim that full convergence in trust between East and West 

Germany might be reached in a decade’s time (around 2023), while convergence in risk 

attitude had already been reached, 20 years after reunification.

Finally, Brosig-Koch et al. (2011) use data from a laboratory experiment to demonstrate 

that East Germans show consistently less solidarity than West Germans and that this 

difference has not narrowed in the 20 years since reunification. They conclude that social 

behaviour changes more slowly than political values and hypothesise that this is due 

to the complementarities involved in individual social behaviour, namely the fact that 

changes in social norms need to be coordinated at the society level. Fuchs-Schündeln and 

Masella (2016) focus more narrowly on the effect of a socialist education, and show that 

it has negative long-term labour market consequences, likely to be, at least partly, due to 

changes in attitudes. Further papers using German reunification as a natural experiment to 

discuss other issues (e.g. saving behaviour, or industrial location choice) are summarised 

in Fuchs-Schündeln and Hassan (2017).

To summarise, the exogenous events of German separation and reunification provide 

convincing evidence that individual preferences and beliefs are shaped by the system 

under which they live.
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